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Career Day draws
123 companies
By Eliseo Rodriguez

Approximately 123 agencies will attend Career Day today at the PAU gymnasium
from 9;30 a .m., to 2 30 p.m.
As an added inducement, $10
drawings are set every hour
except at 12:30.
"Students should get 1u
know the environment and
the general working conditions and their requirements
and the benefits alongwith the
pros and cons of the the occupation where they will
spend a substantial part of
their time." Romulo Martinez
director of career planning,
placement and testing, said
Martinez outlined the folprocedure for
students.
1. Freshmen should meet
five employers in their field
and one out of their field
2 Sophomores should
meet 10 and two out of their
field.
3. Juniors should meet 15
in their field and three out of
their field
4 Seniors should know 20
and get on the schedules of
the agencies.

1owing

Students should also ask
what kind of majors the agency is looking for. Also does the
company provide educational
opportunities, and what
courses should be taken along
with any involvement in extracurricular activities.
Companies participating

are Alamo Enterprises, Aldine
ISO, Allstate Insurance Co.,
Alvin ISD, American General
Corp., American Institute of
Architects, Sell Telephone
Lab and Big Brothers/ Big
Sisters.
Also Brazosport ISD, Bristol
Meyers Products, Brownsville
ISD, Conoco Inc .. Corpus
Christi Police Department,
Dallas/Fort Worth Airport
Department of Public Safety,
Dallas ISD , Dallas Police
Department, Defense Contract Audit Agency, Dillards,
Diocese of Brownsville and
Dresser Macobar.
Others are Drug Enforcement Administration. Edcouch Elsa ISD. Edinburg
CISD. Exxon Co., U.S A.,
FBI, Federal Aviation Administration. Federal Railroad
Commission, First National
Bank-Brownsville. First National Bank Harlingen, First
National Bank of Midland and
the First State Bank and Trust
Edinburg.
Also Garland ISD, General
Telephone Co., of the Southwest, Girl Scouts-Tip of
Texas, Goose Creek CISD,
Gulf Oil Corp.. Harlingen
ACISD, H.E Butt <;o, Hec•
tor County ISD and Hidalgo
County Adult Probation Department.
Others are Houston Police
Department, IBM, Internal
Revenue Servlcs, KG BT
Channel 4, KRGV Channel
5, KVEO Channel 23. Kaplin
see Career Day page 6

Financial Aid
establishes report
The financial aid office ls Instituting a policy of satisfactory
progress designed for students
at Pan American University
according to Clementine Cantu, financial aid director. The
policy will go into effect in the
fall of 1982.
Students receiving financial
aid are considered making
satisfactory progress upon
completing the number of
semester for which financial
aid was received, that is main ·
tainlng their enrollment status
The maintenance of satis•
factory progress Is one of the
criteria for student eligibility
contained in Section 484 of

the Higher Education Act of
1965 as amended.
Students must be certified
by the institution as maintainIng satisfactory progress In his
course of study before receiving a ny fina ncial aid.
Enrollment status refers to
the number of hours a student
Is enrolled as of the twelfth
class day. Twelve semester
hours or more equals fulltime, nine lo 11 is threeq uarter time a nd six to eight
semester hours equals onehalf time During the summer.
six semester hours is full time
and three semester hours ls
one-ha lf time.
Students who fail to meet
. _ Ananclal Aid page 7

It's free

any games
._. . ., , ,__, scheduled at
Y Activity Nite
The University Center Pro•
gram Council will present Activity Nite on Saturday, March
6 from 7 30 p m to 3 in the
UC complex

Fun, A/ms and Food--Glorta Rodriguez, UCPC

BULLETIN ........... .

member, works on an Activity• Nlte po•ter. Ac·
tlvitya Nlte Is set for Saturday evening. For more
Information students •hould call 381 -2266.

Late Tuesday, UCPC de•
clded because Activity
Nlte I• being run for the

Regents approve biology
annex, table reorganization
By O•car Garza

Entertolnment--EI Teatro, directed by PAU student
Ofella de los Santos. performed several skits at
the Farmworker conventi on Sunday. Members of
the young democrats make up t he cast. See
related story page 5 .

No. 21

The Board of Regents
recommended a Biology Annex for the Science and Math
Department Tuesday which
will cost about $342,000
Fred Williams of the art
chitectual firm of Kenneth
Bentsen & Associates have
been asked to design and
prepare specifications for the
building .
The plans will be sent to the
Coordinating Board. Texas
College and University System m lime for its Apnl compri.~ed of Mrs Ann LaMantia,
Robert Shepard and Dr.
Rodolfo Margo
The architects will make the
drawings and spec1f1ca11ons
based on discussions with Dr
Ernest Baca. dean of the
school. and Dr. Sammy
Sides, head of the department
of biology. and research faculty.
Dr. Roy Flores, vice president for business affairs. has
recommt>nded that the annex
have an assignable spact> ratio
of not h?~s than 65 5 per,ent.

an estimated cost of construe•
lion not to exceed $90 per
square foot, and total gross
square footage not to exceed
3,800 square feet
The building will provide
laboratones for teaching and
research m botany and bio•
logy and will have cage room
for small animals.
In other business. the
Regents tabled the reorganuation of the Behavonal Sci•
ences Department 11ll April
because LaManlia said she
needed more tame to study
the proposal.
A~ proposed by Dr David
Alvarez, dean of the School ol
Social Sciences. one depart•
ment will continue lo be
Behavonal Sciences and will
include sociology. social work
,ind ph,losphy The other de
partment will be the depart
m,•nt of psychology and an•
thropology. which will include
human serv1Ce~ as well as the
oth<?r two d1sc1phnes.
"This 1s JUSI an admin1~
lrative change ,md 11 will not
require cour~. facuhy o r
secretary changes." Alv1re1

said "This decision to defer
the proposal to the next meet•
mg means the reorganization
will not go into effect for
another year "
The Board also approved
the re ,rouhng of a pipe in the
Adm1n1stration building that
would have gone through the
vault
In addition. the board also
approved the Higher Educa•
hon Management Institute
System The program would
improve the personnel and
the performance of the uni•
versity, according 10 Pres'dent
Miguel Nevarez
The program would be fully
implemented an 12 to 15
months Finally. the Regents
took established policy on the
sponsorship of proiects, pro•
grams or activities
The purpose of this policy 1s
to define those proiects, pro•
grams, v r activities which the
Uni11ers1ty Is proh1b1ted from
sponsoring with another
group
"Politically partisan" means
see Regents page 5

ftret time here, the effnt
will be FREE. All actlvitln
are Ht to •tart at 7:30
p.m., Saturday.
Larry Garcia, diversions
chairman said , "All the committees are together to handle
one aspect of Activity Nlte
For example, the Special
Events committee wall be in
charge of the Casino We will
also be showing films , car•
toons. and games . There will
be two live bands. disco, food,
drinks, ice cream. raspas and
anything else we can thank of
between now and then We
will also be having a variety/
talent show ~o anybody who
would like to participate can
come by UC 303 to pick up an
application"
"There have been several
tames that we have seen this
type of pro1i>ct work at univer•
slhl!s such a~ Texas A&M.
The proiect has proven to be
quite successful al the larger
,;chools The main reason for
its success. 1s the student ln·
volvement and part1c1pat1on
We are doing everything we
can lo make this a success for
all those involved In o rder to
create some of the atmosphere we are asking some of
the organizations on campus
to ask their members to dress
up in costumes for the occa~1on · The costumes can be
any kind as long as they
,omehow relate to the orgamLa t1on," Garcia said .
"We are all very excited
about this". Alma Ramos.
president of UCPC said, "Ac•
t1v1ty Niles are held in maior
universihe, throughout the
5late and we thought 11 wa~
about time PAlJ had its own
Act1v11y N1te "
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Who really gives a damn If a 14-month old child died of
pneumonia in a cold room because of substandard housing. Perhaps, we might have gazed over the two paragraph obituary In· the local paper, while turning the page
looking for the movie section.
Who cares If there are unpaved streets, outdoor toilets,
and lnadquate school systems in the local area. Perhaps,
we may have seen a mini-cam report by one of the local
stations, as one of their ace reporters tracked down the city commissioner and asked hlm what was being done
about the problem?
And who In their right mind, would lose sleep over the
fact that this area has the lowest per capita income In the
United States. Perhaps, we might have heard It on the
radio one sleepless night, at about 5:30 a .m. in between
the weather report and the going price for a ton of
sorghum.
These are some of the Incredible responsibilities the
local media have towards the Spanish speaking people of
the Rio Grande Valley. According to the 1980 Census of
Population and Housing Report, Issued In March 1981,
there are over 240-thousand Spanish speaking people in
the Rio Grande Valley area. Obviously, the local media
has a monumental task in supplying Spanish \Oritten
publications and Spanish broadcast in both radio and
television. Mr. Roberto H . Gonzalez owner and editor of
Etc, Etc-Magazine, points out that the primary responsibilities of local broadcasters Is to inform the Spanish
speaking segment of the Benefits they can obtain from
municipal, state, and federal government programs.
Except for Etc, Etc magazine (a newspaper tabloid),
which Is printed once a month in McAllen, there are no
major Spanish printed newspapers in this area; It simply
would cost to much to produce. Moreover, how many
advertisers would want to buy space next to an ad that
features all the latest accessories in customizing a low
rider. A Spanish written newspaper would have problems
attracting national advertlslers an their vital additional
revenue. National advertisers, would rather run ads in
more established, reputable newspapers that are printed
just across the border and can be found on our newstands. One of these newspapers Is "El Manana, '' which
features national Mexican news, regional news of northern Mexico and the southern Texas border. The other
newspaper Is a tabloid that speciallzes In gruesome auto
wreck photos and detailed sex murder, crime columns.
By far, local radio stations provide the best media effort
when It comes to serving the Spanish speaking segment.
Radio station KGBT-AM In Harlingen has the largest
Spanish speaking audience In the United States. KGBT
disseminates enough news and Information, musical and
public affairs programs to satisfy half of the underdeveloped countries In Cental America. While radio stations like KGBT-AM provide substantial coverage of the
Rio Grande Valley area, lt's a totally different story when
It comes to television. It used to be that television stations
In thls area were something from the neanderthal period.
However, llttle-by-ltttle Spanish oriented broadcasting has
inae.ased from mediocrity, to barely enough to get by. A
couple of the local TV stations run spanlsh news very ear•
ly ln the morning Monday through Friday, and If you
happen,t6' tum on your TV set on Sunday morning, you
find ~t practtcal}y the whole morning Is devoted to local
Spanish broadcast programs. As Mr. Gonzalez said, "In
general local .broadcasten should Inform, and orientate
the public In the best manner possible, but because of
economics, its not happening In this area."
For those who can afford cable TV, there are three full
time Spanish spealcJng channels to choose from . One of
the channel Is the Spanish International Network, which
orgtnates from Mexk:o City, the other two channels are
XET Monterrey, and XERV Reynosa. These stations run
ac:ellent Mexican TV productions, classical Mexican
movies, and finally American movies and television
shows whkh are dubbed In Spanish. I can see It now in
the McAllen Police Blott.er . . . "Mexican-American
youth arrested for robbing a llquor store, suspect said he
needed extra money to pay for Installation of Cable TV."
Fortunately, things haven't become quite this desparate In
the Rio Grande Valley area. The 240-thousand Spanish
speaking people cannot be completely Ignored by the
media In this area. Perhaps the next time we see one of
the local reporters track down the city commissioner and
ask him what can be done about the problem of unpaved
&treets and outdoor toilets, we may see spanlsh subtitles
on the bottom part of our TV screens as the city commisak>ner makes his "avoid the Issue reply."

&au Pella

Letters to the Editor
Dear editor,
Any EDUCATED person
knows that Thomas Jefferson
is only attributed to saying
"the price of liberty is ETERNAL vigilance." It was John
Philpot Curran in a speech on
the right of election of Lord

Mayor of Dublin, 10 July
1790, who said:
"The condition upon which
God hath given liberty to man
is ETERNAL vigilance; which
condition if he break, servitude is at once the consequence of his crime and the

On the
Lighter
Side
Miscomm unications?
In almost any country, a little sign language, a frustrated look and a quickie dictionary will help you get your
meaning across. However, the same doesn't hold true for
students trying to communicate with their parents.
The problem seems to He in new meanings for old
words. For instance, parents no longer ask how you are·
making out at school - they're afraid you may be. And
don't ever tell them you are "doing your own thing," they
will tell you it causes acne and brain damage.
How about a "bad scene?" To your parents it means a
poorly done act In a play. To the student, It could mean
watching TV with your sweetie when a Forever Free Multi
Pad commercial comes on.
To add to the confusion, "bad" now means "good."
Just tell your mother she looks "baaad" and see how fast
she changes her clothe5 and fixes her make-up and you
could even end up in a counseling session If you tell them
you want to be a "bad dude." Now that's bad - or Is It
good?
There are still a few safe words around. "Cool" can be
used without fear of damaging a relationship. "Cool" Is a
comfortable word that has been around since the '40s
with no change In meaning. It has probably stayed in use
for so long because we are constantly being told not to
lose it.
Money is called bread. It used to be called dough, but
heated by the fires of inflation, It made the logical change
to a bakery product. It Is unknown If "half a loaf' has any
meaning at all any more or if Aunt Fanny's buns are more
desirable now.
A much used term is "gross out." It could mean 144
shipped but, more than likely it's what happens to your
parents when you tell them the road is "slicker than snot
on a doorknob." And If "gross Ignorance" Is 144 politicians, why is "rational Ignorance" a description of the
voters who elect them?
It is unlikely that the pain, Itch and confusion gap can
be narrowed even with daily applications of Preparation
Ouch. For those enjoying the war of the words take warning. For even now, the next generation is preparing new
codewords to "blow your mind ."

Ted Fraeler

1) NCAA, Division I, men's
baskelba11 is a business.
2) Pan Am students have no
Publlus Calpumla
direct input into the business.
To the Editor:
(Try telling Bill White who to
recruit, how to practice, what
To Carlos Grantez and offense to employ, etc.)
Publlus Junius. In your recent 3) As consumers, Pan Am
letters lo the editor, I am students have the right to buy
afraid you are both wrong.
or not to buy the product.
The quotation your are referr- 4) Where is your editorial suping to did not originate with port for the other Bronc
Thomas Jefferson. Credit teams? Teams that get little
must be given to Alexander support from the athletic
Haig and the correct quota- department! (I.E. women's
tion Is: "The price of liberty is softball, volleyball and bask.?teternal billigerence."
ball teams, men's cross country, soccer and track teams).
Roberto McDolowlovlch
According to you, "It's lime
PAU Ubrary that we stand up and be proud
of the Broncs' effort and not
To the editor:
criticize them because they
I would like to comment on need support." Sounds like
your editorial on Feb. 25, my country right or wrong.
concerning student nonWell, I'll defend the Broncs efsupport for the men's basketfort from the external attacks
ball Broncs.
from any smug Lamar CarAside from the fact that
dinals fans, but I'll fall back on
we're not talking about agent point number three: Pan Am
o range, the neutron bomb or
students have the right to buy
handgun legislation, I believe
or not to buy the product.
It Is prudent and necessary to
That's our only input Into the
discuss your views on student
system.
apathy.
Marlo Nano
"Young players and the
lack of veteran players have Dear editor,
I am a prisoner on death
hurt the Broncs" are your
reasons/ opinions for the row at the Arizona State
Broncs losing records. Those Prison and I was wondering If
two factors plus student you would do me a favor. I
apathy are your simplistic and have been here for quite a
erroneous reasons/opinions while and I don't have any
for the Broncs lack of quality family or friends on the outplay. Reasons/opinions and side to write to, so what I was
won-lost records aside, let me wondering is If you could put
Just say:
See Letters pag4e 3
punishment of his guilt."
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Editorial

Registration day ends quietly
including the grace period will be criminally prosecuted.
This still leaves the question--what is the penalty?
What would be a fair penalty for those who did not
register?
We are not asking whether selective service is right or
wrong because ii Is already In effect, but for all those that
signed thair name---what would be a fair punishment for
those that did not.
One day or not even one week in jail would be fair. No,
it will not be a gory execution for those people either.
Legally they have only committed a federal crime and
they have not intended to harm anybody in particular.
Is it or is ii not treason? There is a fine line between
patriotism and not patriotism?

Sunday was like any other Sunday, but this past one
was much more special because it was the end of the
grace period for those who should have signed up for
selective services.
There were no large scale riots; nobody was handcuffed;-1 the jails were not full of 18 year olds who failed to
register.
The grace period was put Into effect by Reagan Administration after compiling statistics from around the nation that showed that not every youth had registered.
If you are a male citizen or alien residing in the United
States you must register with Selective Service within 30
days of your 18th birthday. If you were born in 1960, 61.
62, or 63, you should already have registered.
Thomas Turnage, director of selective services, said
that already 6.6 million young men have registered. He
thinks the remaining youths would follow their peers "like
sheep in a herd" and sign up.
Not everybody signed up and that leaves the penalty.
Those persons that fail to register within the time alloted

Those who did not sign up for selective service may not
believe in war, but do those people believe in fighting for
their countrv?
Way back in the past, Philip Nolan was exiled from the
United States because be swore he did not want to hear
the name, "United States" again. He lived the rest of his
life aboard ships traveling aroun.-' the world. His reading
material was censored and America was never spoken in
his presence. His last words included, "I wish I could see
the United States again."

Oscar Gana
Editor

That is an extreme form of punishment and we are not
asking for that.
We have no punishment answer--that is left up to the
government, but one thing is clear, it better be fair; otherwise, the other 6 million youths will be quite upset
because they felt they had to register.
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an ad in your campus
newspaper for me for correspondence. If not ln your
paper, then maybe you have
some kind of bulletin that you
could put ii in. I know that you
are not a pen-pal club or
anything like that, but I would
really appreciate it If you could
help me.

Wants to form some kind of
friendly type relationship and
more or less just exchange
past experiences and ideas.
Will answer letters and exchange pictures. If interested
write to Jim Jeffers, Box
B-38604, Florence, Arizona,
85232.
Jim Jeffers

~
THE
QOVERNMENTQ,.

REPOR~:71
..:::=:..:=~~~~~~~-••

L ______

The PAU President's Council has organized Its first
marathon for March 14 at 2 p.m. The run is being sponsored by the Joseph Schlitz Brewing Company.
The purpose of the run is for campus organizations to
have a joint project, and also, to establish more unity
among' organizations.
The run will be a 10-mile spread that is scheduled to
start by running around campus twice, running Sugar
Road, east on Freddy Gonzalez to the frontage road of
the expressway, south to Canton Road In which runners
will run to Highway 281 north, and wind up at Edinburg's
South Park.
Each organization will have five runners, which will run
two miles each. The run will be in the form of a relay.
Organizations will seek sponsors for their runners. The
majority of the proceeds will go to the Rio Grande Valley
Mental Health and retardation Center in Harlingen, and
also, organizations are allowed to keep 25 percent of the
monies they raise.
All interested organizations are urged lo participate.
For entry forms and further information, call the Student
Government office al 381-2517, or go by Room 314 In the
UC or attend the President's Council Meeting March 8 al
10 p .m. in UC Room 306.

-

Fred Rodriguez

PAUSA Pre1ldent

Classified
av:

Q
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SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS,
TR.UCKS Car-Inv. Value $2143,
sold for $100. For information on
purchasing simtlar bargains call
(602) 998-0575 Ext. 0502. Call
Refundable

KARATE INSTRUCTION

t~*
i...--

IN THE TANG SOO DO STYLE
OFFERED. CHILDREN 8- 12
AFTER SCHOOL AND SATUR·
DAY. ADULTS WEEKDAY
EVENINGS 6•7 p .m. $25.00
per/ month. Call 686-5008 or go
by 701 N 15th. McAllen. ask for
Adolfo Pesquera.

Ads
FOR SALE
Nice Portable Television
VHF/UHF, AM/FM Radio, Cassette Recorder/Playback. Price:
$100.00, call 381-1230.
CREDIT PROBLEMS?--Get master card or Visa---No
details: Send SADE to HOC. Box
280570; Dallas. Texas 75228
(clip & save ad)

Classified rate is 20 cents a line
with a minimum of $1 for each tn ·
sertion. payable in advance.
Bnng Ad Copy to The Pan American Emilia Hall 100 Deadline Is
Friday noon To estimate cost
count 30 letters and spaces lo a

'

-,..~
............

~

10th m~cAtfen.4

Visit the Tony Hinojosa
Yaff~ °?

JC)~

~ Activ;~ Nit~~
March 6. 1982

~

7:30 pm.- 2:00 am
Sponsored by U.C.P.C.

FREE Admission
w/ PAUID
UC Complex
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24th Annual Grammy Awards

Jones awarded six Grammys

Miss Pan American
changes to pageant

bv Sandra BarbON
Tears of happiness and extreme sorrow flowed down
Yoko Ono's face as thunderous roars of applause sounded around her "Double Fantasy" the album by Yoko
Ono and her late husbanp John Lennon, was named Album of the Year by the National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences.
Seeing Ono accompanied on stage by her young son,
the audience was reminded it was this angelic looking
child that Lennon devoted so much time to these past few
years Instead of his music, which he loved so dearly.
Yoko Ono's tears gave the otherwise dull Grammy
Awards a lime to reflect on fond memories and remember the tragedy that was John Lennon's death.
Standing ovations sounded again for music greats Tina
Turner, James Brown and Quincy Jones proving that
music was eternal and did not necessarily die with changing times.
Winners in the 24th annual Awards were chosen from
a period beginning Oct. 1, 1980 and ending Sept. 30,
1981 and were as follows:
Producer of the Year-Quincy Jones
Best Rhythm & Blues Group Vocal Performance- Quincy
Jones "The Dude"
Best Arrangement on an Instrumental Recording- Quincy
Jones "Velas"

~······
I

The difference between a
popularity contest and a
pageant will also allow for
more recognition to Miss Pan
American according to committee chairman Armando

Away"

Chapa.

Best Pop Female Performance- Lena Horne "Lena
Home: The Lady and Her Music Live on Broadway."
Best Pop Vocal Performance-Manhattan Transfer "Boy
From New York City"
Best Pop Instrumental Performance- Mike Post "The
Theme from HIii Street Blues"
Song of the Year- Donna Weiss & Jackie DeShannon
"Bette Davis Eyes"
Album of the Year- John Lennon & Yoko Ono "Double
Fantasy"
Record of the Year- Kim Carnes (Singer) Val Garay (Producer) "Bette Davis Eyes"
Best Instrumental Composition- Mike Post
Best Jazz Group Performance- Manhattan Transfer
Best Jazz Vocal Performance/ Male- Al Jarreau " Blue
Rondo A La Turk''
Best Jazz Instrumental Performance- John Coltrane "Bye
Bye Blackbird"

Best Instrumental Arrangement Accompanying VocalsQuincy Jones "Ai No Corrida"
Best Cast Show Album- "Lena Home: The Lady and Her
Music Live on Broadway, Quincy J.,nes Producer.
Best Rhythm & Blues Vocal Performance/ Male- James
Ingram "One Hundred Ways", Quincy Jones Producer.
Rhythm & Blues Song of the Year- "Just the Two of Us"
Best Country Song- Dolly Parton "9 to 5"
Best Country Performance- Dolly Parton

To dlstinqulsh between Miss
Pan American and Bronco
Queen, Miss Pan American
will be run in a-beauty pageant
style this year.

Best Country Vocal Performance by a Duo or Group with
Vocals- Oak Ridge Boys "Elvira"
Best Rock Vocal Performance/ Male- Rick Springfield
"Jessie's Girl"
Best Rock Female Vocalist- Pat Benatar "Fire and Ice"
Best Rock Instrumental Performance- "Behind My
Camel"
Best Rock Group Performance- The Police "Don't Stand
So Close to Me"
Best New Artist- Sheena Easton
Best Pop Male Performance- Al Jarreau "Br~klng

Though the Grammy Awards lacked glitter and excitement this year, perhaps next year's show will improve.
The Academy plans to celebrate its 25th anniversary.

"We ai:e going from a contest to a pageant that wUI be a
first rate production with
entertainment, the works,"
Chapa said.
Women who are Interested
can pick up an application In
Room 205 of the UC. Applications have also been distributed to the various campus
mailboxes.
Because it Is a pageant and
the woman chosen will also
compete in other pageants
such as Miss Rio Grande Valley and Miss Texas, much of
the criteria will be based on
these pageants
A contestant must be between the ages of 18 and 26,
single, and currently enrolled
at PAU with a GPA of 2 .0 or
better. She must also be of

..............................

i

Valley's Hit List

LW TW

c omplied by KRGV Radio
~
1290 AM
1.
1. Ce nterfold
J. Geils Band
2.
2. Swee t Dream•
Air Supply
3.
3. The Sweete st Thing Julee Ne wton
4
4 , Ope n Arms
Journey
5. Through The Years
Kenny Rogers
6.
6 . I Can't Go For That
Hall & Oatea
13_.
7. Key Largo
Bertie Higgins
7
8. Harden My Heart
Quarterflash
12.
9. Mirror, Mirror
Diana Ross
11 10. Shake It Up
Cars
}
.
NEW MUSIC
Somewhere Down The Road Barry Manilow
Jukebox Hero
Fore igne r
~
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high moral character for she
will represent PAU throughout Texas and In the annual
events and parades of varlOU$
cities
A $30 entry fee that will go
towards the pageant will be
paid by a sponsor. The sponsor can be either a recognized
PAU organization or a business Institution. Because the
winner will be chosen by
judges, there is no limit as to
now many candidates an organization can sponsor .
Five ->utslde judges wlU
judge each contestant on talent, per~onality and evening
gown
<>ar. The pageant,
which has been divided Into
two days, will take place April
6 and 7 In the Media Theater.
On April 6, the talent and Interviewing part of the pageant
wlll take place. The actual
pageant and coordination will
take place the following night
of April 7, in which only the
five finalists will perform.
In addition to her little, Miss
Pan American will also be
awarded scholarships and a
wardrobe expense account.
Master of Ceremonies will
te Dr. Jerre Gratz from the
business school. Dr Gratz was
chosen for his experience in
workshops and seminars.
Judges for the event will be
Johnny Goodman of Travel
Host Magazine; Leslie Morton
from channel 5, a former Miss
Dallas; Linda White from
channel 4, Melba Huber of
Melba's · Dance Studio; and
Rick DeJulio an advertiser
"We've been planning for
about two and a half months
and in the short time we've
had, it's looking real nice,"
Chapa said "We are getting
cooperation from student organizations such as IK's and
ROTC. Other organization
will also be asked to participate,"
Contestants can also pick
up an application at any of the
Valley Chamber of Com-

....... ..........................

College Bowl comes to PAU
The ultimate equalizer
comes to PAU Every organi•
zation's physical strength and
endurance has been tested
through various campus achvities--but are they all brawn
and no brains?
PAU's College Bowl offers
an opportunity to test your
knowledge on current events,
popular personalities, music
and other trivia
Any organizations or groups
of interested students can sign
up for College Bowl at the UC
205 by 4 p.m Friday, March

questions.. please go by the
UCPC office in UC 205 or call
381 -2260

Ploying-Cry9tal Canyon will be appeutmJ at Ac tlvlty Nlte March 6 at 9:00 p.m . .
In the U.C. Complex.

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

Pull ring
and throw •••a party

March Special
Enchllda Plole
2 Enchilada's filled with
cheese , with or without
onions. lopped with chlle
con came, rice, beans &
crackers

5.
Teams will be made up of
five members Preliminary
and qualifying rounds will be
held Saturday afternoon ,
March 6 Finals will be con •
ducted during Activity Nite.
Finalists will receive free
tickets to Activity Nile and
winners will be awarded a
trophy. If your organization is
inten>sted or if you have any

Big Mouth from
Mickey's Malt liquor
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .

For faster service call In order

Edinburg 383-0725
Across from Pan Am

j

Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE
2 locatoons
Harhn91mr McAllen,
& Browm,v1lle
M1ss1on
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Fartnworkers plan action on wages
By Oscar Garza.
A sprinkling of Pan
American University students
and professors joined in more
than 500 farmworkers to hear
national United Farmworkers
President Cesar Chavez at the
fourth annnual farmworkers
convention in San Juan Sunday.
The farmworkers have
targeted low wages as their
number one goal for the next
year. In a survey taken at the
convention, many farm•
workers said they were getting
paid below the minimum
wage. Citrus pickers receive
$2.45 per hour, while
vegetable pickers receive
$2.95 per hour, the survey
showed.

c;
"We will follow up on the
survey today and make any
further plans on what to do
later," Chavez said. "I don't
understand why the workers
are receiving 40 cents and 90
cents below minimum wage
standarrl "

Perjormfng•-TexH Tradition wlll be appearing at
Activity Nlte March 6 at 10:30 p.m. In the U.C.
Complex. The Senaunound Sound Machine will
also perfonn that night.

---Regents - - of, or pertaining to, the practice of supporting or endorseIng specific views on political
issues to the exclusion of other
views.
"To sponsor" means to
sanctio4, to approve, or to
support with the use of the
University's name or resources.
"University" means any
component or constituent element of Pan American University as appearing on official
university organization charts.
It does not refer to voluntary
associations of students, faculty, and/or staff, whether or
not officially recognized.
The University shall not
sponsor with any group a project, program, or activity
which does not support or
enhance the stated mission
and purposes of the institution.
The University shall not
sponsor any project, program,
or activity with any politically
partisan group.
"This Is no violation of
academic freedom," Ricardo
Hinojosa, chairmen of the
Board of Regents, said. "This
is done at other universities
and this is something we have
used In the past here. It is just
In black and white now."
"This is going to affect the
School of Social Sciences
more than the other schools
on campus," Alvirez said. "I
am concerned as to how and
who will define politically partisan' groups," Alvirez said,
"because most groups could
be defined as politically partisan If one chooses."
Hinojosa pointed cut that It
does not limit students sponsorship sponsoring activities,
Just the university.
the next Regent meeting is
set for April 6 in Edinburg.

AKPsi assists
in Career Day

In other action, the farmworkers resolved they would
not support the bringing back
of the bracero program. This
program allows aliens to come
across and work in the fields.

Alpha Kappa Psi, the professional business fraternity,
will assist the office of career
planning placement, testing
and cooperative education In
Career Day today.

Chavez told the convention
he would continue to work on
legislation on the harmful uses
of insecticides and pesticides
farmers spray on the crops the
farmworkers pick.

AKPsi will help the cpmpanit?s set up their booths and
bring students to them. In addition, the business fraternity
will pass out information
sheets to the students.

Also, the workers from all
the Valley resolved that
sanitary facilities are needed
improvement in the fields.
Some fields where the crops
are picked have no toilet
facilities or water for workers
to rinse and wash their hands.

Alpha Kappa Psi also assisted Foley's of Houston last
Tuesday during activity period
in outlining career opportunities for students within
their company.

American University professors attended the meeting
to either hear the speeches or
help with security.

things will work out," Chavez
said

"I think that Texas has done
a great job in organizing and if
we stay together and united,

"We would still like to see
farmworkers
recei ve
unemployment compensation
because we really need it
now. The high unemployment combined with spiralling
inflation has left many farmworkers out of a job because
people are not buying as
much food as they used to."

The Texas Academy of Science will be meeting in San
Angelo, March 4-6, 1982.
Pan American University will
be well represented at the
meeting this year.

The farmworkers were also
treated to a performance of
"El Teatro." "El Teatro" is
directed by Ofelia de los Santos, a PAU student, and the
cast includes members from
the PAU Young Democrats.

Dr. Terry C. Allison, Dr.
Robert Lonard, and Kyle
Selcer will be presenting
papers lo the meeting. In addition, Dr. Frank Judd will be
chairing one of the sessions on
Saturday morning.

The convention drew
several politicians in addition
to several religious leaders
and LULAC President Tony
Bonilla.
Several Pan

The meeting consists of several sessions in which other
scienctists from around the
state can attend and listen to
several presentations. Both
graduates and undergradu·

The convention concluded
with a prayer service and a
dance at the Triple City
Ballroom in Pharr.

PAU represented at TASCA
ates will be presenting their
research at this function.
Kyle Selcer, biology graduate student at PAU will be
presenting a paper entitled
"Fatbody and Liver Cylces
During the Reproductive
Season of Female Hol~
brookla proplnqua."
Dr. Lonard's paper is entitled, "Successional Patterns on
Floating Vegetation Mats in a
Southwestern Arkansas Cypress Swamp." Dr. Allisons
paper, which was also coauthored by Hoard Wilhite
and Jack A. Rickner is entitled, "The Diversity and Distribution of Mollusks in the
Lower Laguna madre of Texas.

-Writing /etters--Fannworkers have decided to write Congressman Kika de la
Garza concerning the amount of pesticide• sprayed on the vegatables.
Farmworkers feel the pesticide. are harmful to them.

.------------------------------------~-i
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Buy any 3 piece Chicken order

I
I

and receive a small Drink FREE!

I
I
I

with coupon

1
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1
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OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 11, 1982

I

Open 24 hours

I

Our Name Says It ALL!
Open 7 days a week

1

Sugar Road and Hwy. 107
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Peso devaluation
forces layoff
by Nora Lopez

The Mexican peso has yet
to find its place in the world
market as it continues to float
between 38 and 45 to the dollar.
As sure as the peso's future
seems unsteady, so does the
future of many McAllen
business employees who depend upon the Mexican nationals for much of their
business.
On the following Monday
after the first peso devaluation, two PAU students found
themselves without a Job.
Rigo Salinas, freshman, and
Joe Alfredo Reyes, sophomore, were laid off due to
the lack of business.
"They told me it was because of business going slow,"
said Salinas, who had been
working at Anthony's of McAllen for a year and a half. "I
will only work Sundays."
Salinas who was laid off
along with 10 other part-timers said that surprisingly the
first Sunday business was fine.
"Yesterday (Feb. 28) it was
terrible because It went up
again," Salinas said . "We are
now accepting pesos 45.50 to
one dollar."

Because the Mexican peso
Is worth less relative to the

dollar, it also means that
American goods will become
more expensive for Mexican
nationals, and thus bringing a
decrease in Mexican c'&stomers.
"If sales drop significdntly,
they (employees) will be out
of a Job,'' Cardenas said. "The
valley economy Is definitely
going to hurt, but not as bad
as '76."
In 1976, the peso was
worth 12.50 and went up to
26 where it had remained until now.
Cardenas cited three reasons for the peso devaluation.
"First of all, Mexico was importing more than they were
exporting," Cardenas said.
''They were buying more from
us than we were buying from
them."
Economic conditions in
Mexico Is another reason for
the devaluation according to
Cardenas, the rate of inflation
in Mexico Is 30% and can go
as high as 40% ot 50% .
Third, not as many American dollars were going into
Mexico as compared to the
Billions of pesos coming out,
Cardenas said.
"With the devaluation ,
Mexico is trying to maintain
some form of stability,"
Cardenas said. "Hopefully
our businesses will improve. If
their economy is good, ours is
good."

Larry Dooley, manager of
the McAllen Anthony's said
that they have cut back on
part-time people.
"We do not need the same
number of associates that we
needed before the devaluation," he said.
In spite of the fact that they
had to let workers go, Dooley
felt that tpeir business had not
been affected .
"We are still enjoying a
reasonably good business
because even though customer count is down, our ticket
average is up," Dooley said.
The reason Dooley said was
because of the more costly
merchandise they have in
stock. For example, people
are willing to pay higher prices
on jeans, he said. A year ago
Levis cost $16 to $18, today
customers are buying designer
jeans for $40.
According to Dr. Gilbert
Cardenas, PAU business professor, unemployment is one
effect the devaluation will
cause.

At the moment, it appears
that the majority of the
businesses affected are those
In McAllen.
Edinburg businesses such as
Brumley's, Anthony's, and
Beall's have reported that
because they are so far away
from the border the devluation has not affected them.
"However, if Edinburg residents who work in McAllen lose their jobs, itcould
begin to affect our business,"
said Richard Brumley of
Brumley's. "It didn't affect us
the last time and I don't think
it will this time."

Good cooking--The annual International dinner took place on Sunday with a
wide range of food . The money raised from the dinner will sponso r a trip for
the Inte rnational s tudents during spring break.

- -- -- - - - - - - -- - - - -- Educational Center, Laredo
State University, Los Angeles
Unified School District and
Levis Strauss & Co.
Also the Longview Police
Department, Magic Valley
Savings & Loan, Maryknoll
Fathers & Brothers, McAllen
)SD, McAllen Police Department, McAllen State Bank,
Mercedes Police Department,
Merck, Sharp & Dohne, Midland ISD, Mission CISD,
Mobil Oil Corp., The Monitor
and the National Bank of
Commerce-Edinburg.
Also the Oblates of Mary
Immaculate, Pacific Telephone, Parker Seal, Peat.
Marwick, Mitchell & Co..
Pepsi Cola Bottling Group,
Pharr-San Juan-Alamo ISO

Cardenas also said that we
may experience sales at shopping malls and a drop in real
estate.
"If business hurts alot they
may end up having sales
which will benefit the Valley
and PAU students," Cardenas
said.
Because of the Inter-dependency between the two
countries, Cardenas felt that
Americans should work with
Mexicans in helping them to
maintain some stability.
"We have to help them
out," Cardenas said. " If it
wasn't for Mexico we wouldn't
have a border. They close the
border down and what happens to us?"

~

If you know it, show it at PAC:Ys

Let's draw-•The Pan American University Early

Childhood Day Care Center near the Educ ation
Building o pened Monday. Several openings remain for youngsters.

~Br
g -"'-''Y'--

&1'2 N0tW'I Mon(Acron tro-n .,._ lcwcwy~n. T•c:a
, _ 1312)616-2156

SAVE TIME!
Have a professional do it!

at
Activity Nite
March 6, 1982

FREE Admission

w/PAU ID
7:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
U.C. Complex
Register your team In U.C. 205 by 4:00 p.m. Friday March 5th
Sponsored by U.C.P.C.
~

,,.

TYPING
Resumes
Thesis
Term Papers

Reports
Compositions
Etc.
Reasonable Prices
AMEMRII OF

THEIWlOIIAI.
ASSOCWIONOf
sa:llfTARW.SEIMCES

Career Day

and Public Health Careers.
Others participating are
Randolph Air Force Base. Rio
Grande City ISO. Right Away
Foods, Rio Grande Council
Boy Scouts of American, Rio
Grande State Center for MH/
MR, Rio Hondo !SD, Sears,
Shell Oil Co. , Sinton ISD,
Social Security Administration, Southwestern Bell
Telephone and Southwestern
Life Insurance.
Also the State Board of Pardons & Paroles, State Comptroller of Public Accounts,
State Farm Insurance Co ..
Texas A&I M!lltary Science
Department. ROTC (PAU).
Texas A&M University Graduate College. Texas Army National Guard and Texas Com-

~

merce Bank-Austin.
Department of Human Resources-Austin . Texas State
Department of Human Resources- Edinburg, Texas
Health Careers. Texas Department of Public SafetyHarlingen and Corpus Christi,
Texas Employment Commission and the Texas Parks &
Wildlife Department.
Also the Tropical Texas
Center for MH/MR, Texas
Rehabilitation Commission,
Time Inc .. U.S . . Air Force,
University of Texas at

Arlington-College of Engineering, University of Texas
at Austin-Office of Graduate
Studies, University of Texas at
Austin Graduate School of
1;3usiness and the University of
Wyoming.
PAU agencies participating
are American Humanics,
Cooperative Education,
PAUSA Freshman Committee "SAFEC'S, School of
Education-Elementary C&I
Secondary C&I School Services and the Alumni Associatio n.

Day care center open

By Horacio Gonzalez
After years of planning for a
licensed day care center on
campus, The School of Education opened the Pan
American University Early
Childhood Day Care Center
March 1.
The center, which is licensed by the Texas Department
of Human Resources. is accepting a maximum of 15 chil• dren aged three to five this
semester.
As of Tuesday, eight children were enrolled leaving
seven openings, according to
Dr. Kay P. Walther, center
director.
There are three rates. Fulltime students pay $100 per
month per child. full-time staff
pays $115 per month per
child and faculty and the community pays $125 per month
per child.
"We have a vacancy in all
three catagories," Walther
said . "We're accepting 15
children this semester and
around 30 In the fall."
The University campus
child care center offers many
advantages to children in day
care , she said. First the staff
will be qualified through either

Texas Education agency endorsement for kindergarten or
experience as a student
teacher in a Valley kindergarten classroom . Secondly,
the program will be directed
by Walther, whose credentials
include a docto rate <51
philosophy in curriculum and
instruction from the University
of Texas at Austin. She also
has had experience as a
university supervisor in
kindergarten classroom and as
director of a day care center in
Houston .
Finally, the children can interact with both school faculty
and students and receive instruction designed to meet
their developmental level and
individual needs.
Walther will also conduct a
parental involvement program
based on the needs expressed
by the parents of the children
enrolled. Materials will be
available for checkout for use
by children and parents at
home.
Anyone wishing to use the
service can obtain forms from
the School of Education
Room 239 or call 383-3401
or 381-3439 for further information .

Choose a pair of s andals from
our Bass Collection .

New arrival

of
Bass S andals at
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Pan American games
scheduled April 15
The Pan American Games
will be April 13 at the open
field by the Traffic and Security Building, according to
Oscar Garza, chairperson of
the games.
"There will be thre~ divisions: women, men and coed
teams," Garza said. "This will
be easier for us to judge."
Trophies will be awarded to
the top team in each category
and Garza said the committee
Is working on awarding ribbons to the top three places in
each event.
The games will begin during
activity period and possibly
run throuqh third period,"

Garza said. "We're trying hard
to have third period dismissed."
All applications are due
April 6.
The games will Include:
water race, crab race, leap
frog race, raw egg chug, whipped creme pie eating, Frisbee
toss, sloter ball, tug-of-war.
piggyback race and the relay
race.
"We are also considering
either greased pig contest, an
armadillo race or a cockroach
race," Garza said.
Ten people will compose a
team and all applications can
be picked up In the Student
Government office.

Pan American Games Application

Team members:

6.

2.

7.

3.

8.

4.

9.

5.

10.

Team captain
Address and phone number _ _ _ _ _ _ __
All applications a~e due April 6, 1982.
The team will be entered in one of the three
categories:
women

men

coed

CIRCLE ONE

Application date extended
Although the date hs passed for financial aid applications for the summer sessions,
the Financial Aid Office will
except applications through
March 12.

ROTC granted
host status
Students in the ROTC program are eligible for
four
year full-time scholarships
since PAU has attained host
status in the program.
A general order from the
Army establishing PAU as
hos! was presented last month
to Dr. Carl Grantz, vice•
president for academic affairs.
Four-star Brig. Gen. Cary B.
Hutchinson Jr., commanding
general of Region Ill of the
PAU host ROTC--Brig. Gen. Cary B. Hutchinson,
ROTC, made the presenta•
Jr., of Fort Riley, Kan., presents a general order
tion.
from the Department of the Army establishing Pan
The scholarships, which are
American Unlvel'91ty as a host Institution for the
awarded
through national
ROTC to Dr. Carl Grantz, acting vice president for
competition,
will be available
academic affairs.
this fall and will cover tuition,
- - - - - - - Financial Aid - - - -- - - books, and laboratory fees
satisfactory progress and drop the enrollment status for plus a monthly $100 cash stior withdraw below the enroll- which he received financial
ment status for which he re- aid for one semester and not
ceived financial aid during a necessarily consecutive.
regular semester will be placed
If the student enrolls and
on financial aid probation for completes classes without
three semesters.
financial assistance, the
Did you know that right
During the probationary se- suspension status can be across the street from Emilia
mesters, the student is allow- removed after one semeste.r . Hall there's a place where you
ed to continue receiving finan- The two summer sessions can can relax or rap with friends?
cial aid.
be counted as one regular It's the Campus Ministry.
The student will be notified semester for removal of
According to Father Marty
at the end of the regular se- suspension or probation.
Zuber, director of the Campus
mester if he is not making
Students who stay out of Ministry, students are Invited
satisfactory progress. While school instead of attending any day of the week Monday
on probation the student will one semester without financial through Friday from 8 a.m . to
then be placed on suspension aid, must stay out two regular 5 p.m.
if he drops or withdraws below semesters. Summer will not
•

pend.
The General said he was
pleased with the progress of
the ROTC program at PAU.
He added ROTC membership
has increased nationwide.
Currently, PAU has 27 students in the advanced program for juniors and seniors,
with three on scholarship, and
about 50 freshmen and
sophomores in the basic program.
Pan Am is one of 16 universities in the United States that
attained host status In the past
year and one of three in the
General's region.
ROTC began at PAU two
years ago as an extension
from Texas A&I in Kingsville.

Camp US Ministry
open to students

Name of organization _ _ _ _ _ __

1.

Page 7

The Financial Aid Office will
also be open for business during spring break from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. March 15
through March I 9.

Every Tuesday, there Is a
mass at the Campus Ministry
during activity period.
There is a lounge where
students can rest, study or just
sit around and talk. Bible
classes are also held there.
Father Marty also pointed out
that a rever nd from the
Methodist church is also
located in the building.

'Gallery'
deadline
Friday
Friday is the deadline for all
student work to be turned in
for "Gallery," a magazine
publication by the English
Department,
Students can tum in their
works to the English Department Room 208 in the LA
building.
The "Gallery" is entering its
thrd year and this year, the
n ,agazine will be entered in
r Jmpetition.

Come to

Qtarnustl Jct Qtrtum
furlnr
NEXT TO ECONOMY DRIVE-IN
CORNER OF UNIVERSITY AND SUGAR

Activity Nite
March 6 1 1982

FR~E Admission

w/PAU ID

7 :30 p.m

- 2 (XJ a m .

UC. Complex

Cash prizes awarded to highest winners
Sponsored by U.C.P.C.

-
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Zoo setVes as haven for mistreated exotic animals
By Anna Martinez
Out on a hunt, a tribe of
Pygmies in the jungles of
Africa spots a monkey high up
in a tree. A tribesman alms his
weapon and shoots it down.
When the hunters approach
the lifeless form of the flnimal,
they discover that clinging to it
is a frightened young monkey,
the dead mother's offspring.
Dennis and Penny Williams
were living with the Pygmy

•

tribe as journalist compiling information about the people
and their lifestyle when that
event occurred. They decided
that rather than allow the tribe
to throw the young animal out
to fend for herself, they would
take the monkey with them
when they returned to the
United States.
The monkey was the beginning of a project that would
eventually take the Williams
with an unusual menagerie

across the country. Edinburg
is the latest stop for their
traveling zoo of animals which
have been abused or rejected
by their previous owners.

Williams, is primarily to save
exotic animals from owners
who originally took them as
pets only to reject them when
the animals were no longer
desirable.
Their menagerie, the Afri"We're a stopgap," he said.
can Safari Zoo, is at the park- "Instead of having them put to
Ing lot at the comer of Univer- sleep or passed from person
sity Drive and 16th Street. to person, we take them."
They opened for the public
Feb. 27 and will remain at that
The Williams couple was in
location until March. 8.
Africa for two years and reThe pu1'p018 of the Z100 said turned when Mn. Wllllems
I
l

was seven months pregnant In
1975. With their newlyacquired monkey, they made
the talk show rounds in the
New England area.
They also started traveling
with an educational audio visual program about Africa.
While traveling through Canada In 1975, they encountered
a zoo which was being closed
down.
Williams bought the animals
which were originally purchased by an exotic animal dealer
who was mistreating the
animals even as he loaded
them onto his transporters.
Although he placed most of
the animals, he was unable to
place all of them. Williams
decided to incorporate into
the audio-visual program the
animals that remained.

--

The collection of animals
grew as visitors learned of the
Willia""~' ·
est in taking ex-

otic .....,inals which woul~
otherwise be killed or
mistreated.
"We want to make people
more aware of the problem
and show them why they
shouldn't take exotic animals
as pets," said Williams.
Williams told of two adult
male lions he just boughtlfrom
a man who was traveling with
them and charging the public
to see them. Although an
adult male should weight

about 500 pounds, these two
weight about half that.
The African Safari Zoo Is
not sponsored by an orgniza.
lion. The only revenue that
goes Into the zoo is the fee
that visitors pay to view the
animals.
According to Williams, 80
cents of every dollar they
receive goes back to the
animals directly and the remaining 20 cents takes care of
traveling expenses and their
own living expenses.
It costs about $800 every
week to feed the animals.
In addition to the normal
expenses, Williams Is also
concerned with replacing
some equipment which was
damaged In an accident last
month.
"We have-eight cages which
have to be rebuilt," Willlams
said. "Right now, our main
concern ls bringing in enough
to get the new cages."
Until the cages are repaired,
some of the animals are displayed in their traveling cages.
Their ultimate goal, Williams said, "is to raise enough
money to open up a wildlife
sanctuary for abused exotic
animals."
He added, "We are not
running a zoo," he said.
"We're running a jail for
animals. They're behind bars
for no crime permitted."

Legal aid seminar

set for March
,¥icon Sqforf Zoo-Vllltore to the Alrk:u Safari Zoo caa pet_. . . . . . . . .
of the animal• like the llama. goate and other small animals. The me allo
Includes raccoons and Mac the monkey. Mac was acquired by the zoo after
beln'g shuffled among several owners, one of whom put him out to the cold
one night which ls when the monkey lost his tall to frostbite, according to
Dennis Williams of the zoo.

Six of the best tasting been in the world.

ERLANGER
THE EXCEPTION

To provide legal services to
PAU students, PAUSA will offer three seminars in March
and April on the subjects of
landlords and tenants, consumer protection and misdemeanor traffic violations and
defensive driving courses.
With the help of PAU legal
adviser Scott Chafin, PAUSA
will provide lawyers who are
knowledgeable in the three
areas to advise students during these sessions.
The sessions will all take
place during activity period to
make them available 1o more
students, according to Susie
Guerrero, legal services
chairperson.
The first seminar has been
scheduled for March 25 in UC
Room 306 at this seminar
Justo Ybarra of the Texas
Rural Legal Aid will speak on
landlord tenant concerns.
"This session will hopefully
make students more aware of

• .Gift
Wrappin1
• Enaravin1

what the landlord can and
cannot do and of what the
contracts they are signing really mean," Guerrero said.
The speaker for the second
seminar will be Juan J. Hinojosa, state representative and
McAllen attorney, who will
speak on consumer rights. No
date or place has been set.
The third seminar will be on
misdeamenor traffice violations and defensive driving
courses. The seminar will be
April 22 at 306 of the UC.
PAUSA president Fred
Rodriguez said that these
seminars will be of help to all
students.
"Legal services are here for
all students to take advantage
of," he said.
Guerrero also said that although these session~ are for
all student, they hope that In
the fall semester a lawyer can
be hired part time to be available for individual advice.

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs
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Freshman plays top tennis
S PORfS

Magnus Lindstrom, a
strong Swede who won a major tournament the first time
he set foot in Texas, continues
to hold down one of the top
spots on the Bronc tennis
team.

beat the No. 1 ranked adult
player In Texas, Brad Nabor.
In the finals he knocked off
Trinity's No. 2 player, Charles
Honey.
His tennis credentials already are impressive. In the
1980 Orange Bowl Tournament, for the world's top
juniors in Miami. Fla., Lindstrom won tluee rounds of
qualifying plus two rounds in
the main draw. He knocked
off Ken Flack, then ranked
No. 14 in U.S . . juniors. Flack

?:::::::::::::::~~;=:::x:;:;~~::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;x::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::;::
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Lindstrom has a 2-1 record.
He already has played No. 1,
2 and 3 singles as Coach
White has juggled his lineup
considerably.

Intramural Softball Scores
Feb. 23
IK's defeated CAMP (11-1)
Three up and Three down beat HEP (8-7)
Three up and Three down over Beaver Eaters (11-9)
CAMP downed HEP (12-4)

Feb.24
!K's beat HEP (12-3)
Beaver Eatersdefeated CAMP (7-3)
CAMP over Three up and Three down (8-7)
Beaver Eaters beat IK's (11-10)

:::::::::::
::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::....
::::~:~:::::::::::
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Before Lindstrom enrolled
at Pan Am as a freshman last
September, he visited the
U.S., with his family from Uppsala. Sweden. They stopped
off In San Antonio last summer and Lindstrom captured
the Alamo City Open. He

Magnua Llndatro m

won the NCAA Division II national title In 1981
A deadly competitor on the
clay courts of Sweden, Lindstrom has to adjust to the fast,
hard courts of U.S., majorcollege tennis.
"Magnus has a great baseline game," Coach White
believes. "If he adjusts well
enough. he could have a
good first year at Pan
American."

Heart Jump-a-thon
slated tomorrow
Between 75 to 100 teams
will be taking part in the Jump
Rope for Heart tomorrow in
the Fieldhouse sta.rting at
12:45 to 4 p.m.
The Jump-a-thon will have
teams of six jumpers taking
turns jumping for a maximum
of three hours for each team.

Jumpers will accept pledges
of at least two cents per
minute. which would be a
total pledge of $3.60 for three
hours.
The money raised will go to
the American Heart Association, which encourages cardiovascular exercises to help
children and adults achieve
and maintain fitness.

*

FREE

'
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ANCa ON TH• a•ACH The
Penguins! Johnny D & The Rocket
88'sf The Defenders! They're all
presented by Budweiser llf1 ' Searest.
Get detaffs at the Seaf11st Cllf! Exchange
March 9, 11. 16 and 17.

LA'IIIATa aANO'I CAOL• Meet
bBautlful Sandy Cagle while she
signs compUmentary ·Mlcl!elob Light
Spring Break" posters every day at the
MessagB Center.

*

Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY

*

C

AN • x c HANa• Empty aluminum
cllf!s become terrific gifts when ex·
changed at any Searest Can Exchange.
Pav/I/on (South Beach), Chamber of
Comm11rce Parking Lot (Mid Beach) and
Kentucky Fried Chicken Parking Lot
(North Beach}. AH money from recycled
cans will b11 credited to the Seafest '8 2
fund!

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
ANDSEAFEST
INVITE YOU TO
SPRING BREAK
1982 IN SOUTH
PADRE ISLAND

* Welcome to "Surf City
USA''.

BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATIO_N
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

'f

HIE IIUO RUii DonY miss onB
of Spring BrBak's grBalest activities.
You wont flnd It anywhere else/ We pro·
mlse you more fun than Just about
anything alsa ... It's something you
wonY forgBtl Bring Iha gang to the
Pi,vU,on afternoons from 12:30 pm.

and Dean Torrence of Jan & Dean make
music history in a free concert on the
beach, along with The Endless Summer
Beach Band.

it

*

, ioLLaYBALL TOURNAIISNT
Spring Break means Volleyball! Bring
your friends llf!d sign up for the team.
We11 oe loolt.lng for everyone who knows
how to spike at the net! Meet at the
Pavilion from 12:30 pm.

Beginning March 7th the Seafest Can
Exchange is the place to turn your empty aluminum cans into valuable free gifts.
You can get all the details about special
events at the Pavilion beach area, when
you visit the Can Exchange.
Free
evening dances
Daily beach activities
Afternoon listening to live music
Telephone anywhere in the USA free
from the Message Center
Meet
Sandy Cagle - The Miss Miehe/ob Light
Playmate.

*

SENIORS

f

H• ROLLING aTORIE Say ·Howdy"
to Sher,/f Bud Longneclc, the B,ggest
Lawman from Texas/ OthBr unique
Budw111sBr Items are also available,

*

*

*.

*

J

'•A tr•a T 11•aaAOIE CIENT/Uf
Make a tree call to anywhere In the
Continental USA from the PavU,on star·
ting March 7th. 11 am through 5 pm. No
chargBI

Look for the giant Budweiser inflatable
can along Highway 281. Stop and pick
up a free copy of the special Spring
Break South Padre Island newspaper to
find out all that's happening on the
Island.

428-6242

*

Be there on March 18th at 1

PM when Mike Love of The Beach Boys

Anheuser-Busch In conjunction with
Seafest have planned a variety of events
to help make this Spring Break the best
ever. Make the Pavilion beach area your
headquarters for fun and excitement.

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

*
flTH• •uow•1••R CLYo•aoAL••
/ These Champ,oni wl/1 make a
special Spt111g Break appearance at the
Pavilion on Thursday, March 11.

The United States Air Force is looking
for qualified college seniors who are interested in challenging positions in AIR
FORCE AVIATION, ENGINEERING
and other HIGH-TECHNOLOGY
FIELDS. An AIR FORCE OFFICER
SEARCH TEAM will be at the Placement Office on the campus of the Pan
American University this Thursday
and Friday, March 4 and 5 at 9:00 AM
-4:00 P.M. For more information, contact: Sgt. Juan Gallaga at (512}
787-1670. AIR FORCE . . . A GREAT
WAY OF LIFE!

Thursday, March 4, 1982
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Broncs
close
basketball
season

The Broncs' basketball team
closed out their first losing
season in nine years with a
56-49 loss to the Colonels of
Nicholls State last Monday
night.
If you will remember
" Nicholls State was the team
that helped the Broncs break
an II-game losing streak last
week by a score of 88-76.
The Broncs simply played
sloppy ball the first half in
Thibodaux, La. turning over
the ball 13 time~ compared to
five turnovers for the Colonels.

......,
National rebounder-Clinton Cobb will probably

finish hi• college career aa one of the top 10 national rebounder. Thl• past Monday. Cobb had 21
rebound• and 23 points against Nicholl• State.

HECTOR'S BARBER
(For His eiJ Hers)
& UNISEX SHOP
l / 4 Mi. East of McColl Rd. on Freddy Gonzalez Dr.
Now offering these services to the Public
FRENCH BRAIDS-FACE MASSAGES
IDGHUGHTS

BEARD TRIMS

HAIRSTYLES

REG. BAIR CUTS
MANICURES

BODY WAVES

There were a few bright
spots in the Broncs' game.
Only about 600 people saw
the Broncs get beat in this
their last game. Bronc Clinton
Cobb also ended his college
career probably finishing as
one of the top national rebounders.
Cobb had 21 rebounds and
23 points for the night while
Kim Owen had eight points;
Alan Martin 6 ; and Robert Kirby, Larry Skinner and Bill
Moser all had 4 points apiece.

Gymnastics team--The team members Include &om left to right Cindi Con•
treras, Shelly Sudbrlnk, Minnie Lazo, Maureen Clifford, Julie Smalllng,
Wendy Sudbrlnk and Janie Moran .

GY'::~~:ti~:~i=~t:~:ii::i:f

TKE's
to play
Kappa Sig
This Sunday the TKE's will
be taking on the Kappa Sigs in
a basketball game which will
take place at 2 p .m. in the
Aeldhouse.

~::it:m:~iM~

second at state meet
This past weekend, the
Bronc gymanstics team attended the State Gymnastics
Championships al Texas
Woman's University in Denton and were able to take second place in TAIAW Division

II.
The Broncs, coached by
Jeanette Hawkins, scored a
team total of 85.60 which was

only three and one half points
from first place winner
Southwest Texas S tate
University.
Out of the four events,
which included the vault,
uneven parallel bars, balance
beam and the floor exercise,
the Broncs were only able to
win first in the uneven bars.

Janie Moran, who won top
honors in the uneven bars and
third place on the balance
beam, took third place in all
around comepetltion.
Teammate, Minnie Lazo
came in second place in the
floor exercise while J ulie
Smalling took third place In
the vault.

}tlioOoOdO

Specials of the Month
C Uily Perms .... . .. . ...... ... .. . ... .. . $25.00

Row out to the

and for your DRY HAIR aJ SCALP OIL
TREAT M ENT ONLY®•®®®®®®®®® $6.00

Call · Hector or Millllie for an appointment
383-9263

with
- --i:¥--

Variety / Talent Show
and

Texas Tradition
• Voluminous home study notes on all
areas of basic science.
• Teachin~ tests accompanied by comprehensive teaching tapes to be used at
any of our tape centers.
• Materials constantly updated.
• Over 40 years of

:~:~~:f;

t :dl

field of test
preparation.

~N-H.
IUIPIJI:
®

featuring

Crystal Canyon and

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

Call for information!
3600 N. 23rd
McAlle~, Tx 78501
6.31-2961
11617 N. Central
Dallas, TX 75243

Mu<h6, 1982

~ A t·

Sensurround
y N·t
1 e

.att

C lVl

7:30 p.m. - l :00 a.m.

Sponsored by U.C.P.C.

~

FREE Admission

w/ PAU 10
U.C Complex

The Pan American

Upcoming Home Baseball
Games
Mar. 5
Mar. 5
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 8
Mar. 9
Mar. 10
Mar. 10
Mar. 11

Rice
Dallas Baptl1Jt
Dallas Baptist
Rice
Baylor
Oklahoma State
Oklahoma State
Baylor
Baylor

4:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
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Spirit Award Standings
CLUB

TOTAL POINTS

PLSP
APO

13
114

ROTC
Residence Hall Asso.

17
13

CAMP

4

Contest deadline la March 30-27 home baseball
dates and four home tennis dates remain for atu•

dent participation to be counted and registered.
Reglater at only the baseball games when the
Bronca are playing.

~-·
BARBER

&
HAIRSTYLING

pltone Jo, Clft ~

'383-9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY

EDINBURG
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Tennis team records
fifth straight win

The Bronc tennis team,
which was successful in
defeating the University of
Texas at San Antonio 9-0 and
the University of New Mexico
5-4 here this past week, is
presently playing at the Cor•
pus Christi Team Toumament.
The Broncs, who are look•
ing to improve their spring
'record of five wins and no
losses, will be competing,
against some of the best teams
in the nation.
Among the 24 teams that
are competing 12 are from the
top 20 in the country.
gainst UTSA, Mark
Roberts managed to handly
defeat Scott McKay in the first
set 6-3 but had a bit of trouble
in the second set before winnIng 7-5.
In other singles play,
Magnus Lindstrom downed
George Rivers, 6-0, 6-0;
Jorge Sauzo beat Dub Nash,
6-1, 6-4; Anders Lundberg
over David Page, 6-1, 6-0;
Luis Castro-Malaga defeated
Mike Bonney, 6-2, 6-1; and

Kyle Posey got past Jorg
Tabor, 6-2, 6-1.
In doubles the Broncs also
won all their ~atches. Roberts
and Lindstrom beat McKay
and Bonney, 6-1, 6-4; Sauzo
and Castro-Malaga downed
Nash and Rivers, 6-3, 4-6,
6-4; and Lundberg and Santiago de Mucha defeated Page
and Tabor, 6-1, 6-1.
. This past Monday, the
Broncs didn't have such an
easy time against the University of New Mexico.
The Broncs were tied with
UNM 3.3 after singles and
managed to outplay UNM in
doubles to score the 5-4 win.
Bronc winners in singles
were Magnus Lindstrom over
Steve Otero, 6-2, 6-7, 6-3;
Kyle Posey defeated Andy
Meikle, 6-3, 7-6; and Luis
Castro-Malaga downed Alex
Dorato, 6-2, 6-1.
Teamed up for doubles
Roberts and Lindstrom
defeated Richey and Otero,
6-0, 6-4; while Sauzo and
Castro-Malaga beat Dorato
and Meikle, 6-2, 6-4.

''Gatne of week''
aired on KURV
Because rain postponed the
Broncs' baseball opener Feb.
21, a new Bronc "Game of
the Week" has been rescheduled to replace it.
Radio Station KURY of Ed·
inburg will add a play-by-play

broadcast of the Broncs al 7
p.m., Monday, March 8,
against Baylor University to
make up for the opening
rainout. Lloyd Hawkins of
KURY announced the radio
schedule revision.

Unique backhand•-Jort,4! Suazo demonstrates hie

unique backhand atyle at a recent tennla match.

,.

'

Regent's policy draws campus furor
By Anna Martinez
a nd
Oscar Garza

Faculty members and students are organizing opposition to a controversial policy
adopted by the Board of Regents last week which prevents the University from cosponsoring any activity with a
politically partisan group.
The Council of Deans Tuesday passed a resolution by a

vote of 9-0 asking the Board
of Regents to reconsider the
co-sponsorship policy it unanimously adopted March 2.
The faculty senate met yesterday where the new policy
was one of the topics discussed as President Miguel Nevarez addressed the topic. As
of press time, the senate had
not taken any action. Dr.
Charles Ellard, president of
the faculty senate sent a

memo to faculty senators
about forming and ad hoc
committee to review the
policy.
"If the Senate feels strongly
enough about the issue, we
will pass a resolution," Ellard
said. "There is a lot of concern
right now because nobody
really knows what it means
and how It Is going to be applied."
"Living with this policy is

going to be difficult," Dr F. J.
Brewerton, dean of the school
of buisness, said. "It will cause
some groups not to come on
campus again."
"We will not be able to
sponsor any activities," Dr.
David Alvirez, dean of the
school of social sciences, said.
"Professional organization
usually take a stand Jerry
Pulley, dean of the school of
education, said.
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"We do not want to pressure the students into cosponsor-Ing an activity because the faculty are wary of
the policy," Dr. Gilberto de los
Santos, dean of students and
instructional services, said. "It
does not include the student
either."
De los Santos said, "I don't
think the policy should put an
emphasis on the group, but
on the activity I really don't
understand why there was a
definition of politically partisan. At one time, all organizations, express political
views. We are taking political
stand against the Reagan Administration budget cuts for
example."

should concern ourselves with
whether the program is open
to all viewpoints."
''The breadth of the rule effectively prevents any component or constituent element of
the University from sponsoring any event with virtually
any group," wrote Dr. Samuel
R. Freeman, secretary for the
PAU chapter of the American
Association of University Professors, ln a memo to the
faculty.
The memo was an announcement of an AAUP
meeting today during activity
period where the policy will be
among the topics of discussion.
The memo concluded with
the sentence, "We feel that an
open discussion of this rule by
the faculty is of vital interest

Dr. Jerry L. Polinard, head
of the political science department maintains the same
viewpoint. He said, "My objection is primarily on the
Dr. Lillian Noyes, president
focus of the policy. The focus
of
the AAUP local chapter, in
is not on the program but on
the people involved in the Washington asking him to review the policy. She pointed
program.,
"I would argue that we see Co-sponsorship page 3

Third pericxl dismissed
for PAU Games
,

Sfnglng--T he showboat Variety Show was one of
the m ost popular events at Activity Nlte Satur-

·-

day. See related story and picture spread on pages
6 and 7 .

Editor applications due April 1
Applications are being accepted at Student Publication,
Emilia Hall 100, for the
1982-83 editorships of The
Pan American newspaper
and El Bronco yearbook.
Under the policies adopted
by the Publications Commit-

tee of the University, The Pan
American is lo publish a
story and an advertisement in
the last issue before March 15
inviting applications for the
two editorships and laying
down the conditions and procedures for appointment of
editors.

Miss Pan Am applications

due March 31
The Schedule of events for
the Miss Pan American Pageant has been established by
the pageant committee.
Deadline for entries is
March 31.
The pageant. which has
been divided Into two days,
will begin April 6 with the lntervelwing of the contestants
In the UC Ballroom.
Contestants will be Judged
individually and will be asked
questions on current topics.
During the Interview, the contestants will be judged on four
categories first Impression,
conversational ability, selfcontrol during interview
(poise), and personality (individuality, charm, smile).
On that same day, the
talent competition take place
In the LRC media theater
from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
During the performance, contestants will be judged on
talent delivery (audience appeal, ability to captivate), difficulty of talent, orlginallty,
and overall performance. The

five talent competition finalists
will be announced at the end
of the competition and will be
the only ones who will repeat
their performance the next
evening.
On April 7, the evening
wear competition will take
place.
For this event, the contestant will be judged on body
carriage, posture, smile, personality, poise, gracefulness,.
first impression, grooming,
and overall appearance.
Throughout the evening,
en•
tertalnmenl will be provided
by the PAU stage band, under
the direction of Wallace
Tucker, and by the Mexican
Folkloric Dancers, under the
direction of Dr Amilda
Thomas.
Miss Pan American, as well
as the talent winner, will be
announced al this time.
In addition to the events,
there will also be contestant
see Pageant page 3

"Applicants will apply
directly to the faculty sponsor
for the yearbook and
newspaper," according to the
policy and these applications
are due April 1 or sooner.
The applicants must
describe their qualifications,
provide the names of three
references whom they have
asked to write letters of
recommendation directly to
the adviser and state their
philosophy or policies for the
operation of the publication In
which they are interested in
Minimum qualifications for
applicants established by the
committee require applicants
to have had at least one
quarter in reporting and one
in editing in mass communications or equivalent profession a I experience on
newspaper or other publication or two years of staff work
on The Pan American or El
Bronco.

The applicants shall have a
minimum grade point average
of 2.0, have a minimum of 60
semester hours and be in
good standing with the Dean
of Students. The committee
may waive the mm1mum
qualifications if conditions
warrant.
After the applications have
been received by the faculty
adviser, she will evaluate
them and rank each applicant
according to her evaluatio11.
The evaluation and ranking
will be forwarded to the
chairperson of the Publications Committee, who will call
a meeting the first Monday
after April 15, this year it is
April 19
The committee will study
the evaluation and applications. Applicants must be on
hand for the committee in
case an interview is desired
Joyce Prock Is adviser for
student publications.

The Pan American Games are quite different," Garza
will run from activity period said.
through third period, April 13
The difference includes a
according to Oscar Garza. raw egg chug and the whip
Pan American Games chair- creme pie eating contest.
man.
Applications can be picked
Dr. Carl Grantz has approv- up at the student government
ed third period be dismissed. office or either clipped out of
The games will lake place in The Pan American. All apthe open field by the Physical plications are due April 6.
Plant.
Competition will be among
Eleven games are schedul- the women, men and coed.
ed for two and one-half hours
The committee is planning
of beginning with the relay for two people to carry a torch
race and ending with the around the university and
either to cockroach race, the signify the start of Pan
armadillo race or the greased American Days and the
pig contest.
games by lighting the torch.
"We have revised the
Other important guest
games a bit from Bronco speakers are scheduled during
Games and believe me, they the games.

Elections announced
Petitions are available for
students interested In filing for
office in the Student Association executive branch, student
senate, and UCPC.
Acting Chairperson of the
election commission, Velma
Zamora has announced the
elections will be April 6 and 7 .
Filling deadline Is two
weeks prior to the elections as
stated in the Election Codes.
However, due to Spring
Break, the Election Commis-

sion h?s extended the filing
deadline to March 26 to give
students more time.
Petitions may be picked up
al the sluden• government
office located at the University
Center, Room 314. They
must be filed no iater than 4
p.m., March 26.
Polls will be open from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m., and from 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. on April 6 and
7. Polls were not determined
at game time.

Hire me--Mary Garza gets Information from an Eu on recruiter during Career Day.

l
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Letters to the Editor-----

On the
Lighter
Side

To the Editor

McDowlovlch,

not Mc•

Dolowlovich.

Now that we know from Career Day that so many jobs
are available, it's time to polish up our interview techniques.
In every field of study and in almost every class. we are
told of the importance of the job interview. Unfortunately,
however, the instruction is usually general with no
specifics or examples. The following may be of help . or
not.
Be on time. A good way to do this is to grab your
make-up or shaving kit, a cot and a blanket and camp out
on the prospective employer's doorstep. Be sure to block·
the doorway so that incoming workers will trip over you
and wake you up on time.
Make a good impression on the boss' secretary. Instead
of waiting uncomfortably in your chair. sit on her desk
and blow in her ear while waiting for your interview. You
will definitely be remembered.
Get the interviewer's attention. When he glances up
from your application. scrape your,shoe on his new rug
and say something like, "Darn dogp If there is no rug,
scrape your shoe on his chair. Once you have his attention, keep it by using a double ended clothes-pin to lock
your nose together. This guarantees eye-to-eye contact.
It would probably be a good idea to strap an on/off
switch around your waist. Many jobs do call for a "self
starter." At the appropriate place in the interview you
could touch the "on" switch and whir about the office in
robot-like fashion. This is sure to impress the Interviewer.
Look, dress and feel the part of the Job you're applying
for. For garbage or sewer workers, it would help to roll
around in a garbage can or take a couple of dips in a septic tank before going in for the interview. Interviewers love
an employee who "gets into his work."
Don't be depressed if you don't get the job. Keep trying
again and again. With these techniques, you will soon be
a household or bathroom name throughout the area.

I must object to the fact that in
publishing my recent letter to
the Editor concerning a famous quotation, you compromised my identity by revealing
my department on campus.
You did not do the same with
Carlos Grantez, Publius
Junius or Publius Calpurnia.
Additionally, you even mis·
pelled my pseudonym. It is

Roberto McDunlawfch
Dear Editor.

"Sidewalks! Sidewalks! We
want more sidewalks!" This
would probably be a popular
chant for a student demostration at Pan American University If students were polled, a

large majority would probably
agree that the university is in
dire need of additional
sidewalks. Rather than force
students to resort to
pathways, the administration
should provide more
sidewalks
Students need additional
sidewalks in order to arrive at
their classes on time Mal\~
times, they must either be late
to their classes or use

pathways. When walking
from a class on one side of the
campus to a class on the opposite side with ten minutes
between classes, and often
times less when professors
dismiss late it is virtually im•
possible to walk only on
sidewalks and still arrive promptly.
Most students find it annoying and incovenient to use
See Letters page 3
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Ted Frasier

Co-sponsoring policy attracts controversy

l
l

••

Pan American University is facing a major threat to
academic freedom after the recent policy decision by
Board of Regents concerning co-sponsorship of activities.
The controversial policy was passed without any faculty
input. Those faculty members attending the meeting were
astonished as the Board unanimously passed the policy,
with no discussion.
At a one quick glance the policy looks normal, but with
a closer look the policy is very tricky. It emphasizes the
group and not the activity. Now what's more important?
This is the first time a policy has ever been written in
black and white, but past activities were based on activity
content, never on which organizations were going to be
involved.
The Regents also decided to define the word "politically partisan." If you want to get specific, many organiZations that meet on campus right now are politically partisan. The Board of Regents are politically partisan.
Should they be allowed to meet on campus for their
regular meetings? Should the administration stop their
fight against the proposed Reagan budget cuts because
they are politically partisan against the government? This
may be a bit exaggerated, but it still falls under the policy
laid down by the Board.
The rest of the campus will be faced with many activities being cancelled because many organizations are
"politically parti.s an."
The Texas State Teachers Association usually takes a
political stand, therefore, they cannot be co-sponsored
again. The Women's Political Caucus usually takes a
political stand, therefore, they cannot be co-sponsored
again. McAllen Organized for Public Service usually takes
political stand, therefore, they cannot be co-sponsored.
These are three e>\amples and this would include all the
schools and divisions on campus.
The Board said they are not limiting student participa·
tion. They are not, but they are actually forcing it on
them. Faculty members on campus are supposed to encourage students to act on issues and participate in a activities. This new policy pushes and shoves students into
taking the initiative in having organizations come to the
University. I do agree that students need to become more
involved, but this is going way overboard. Students need
faculty guidance in this because some student organlza•
tlons have not ever co-sponsored an activity.
If the new policy was supposed to be adopted by
everybody, why are so many people upset?
The new policy has been on the agenda for several
organization meetings in the past week. Action is ex•
peeled in the next few weeks. Letters, petitions and notes
will be submitted to the Board for their next meeting.
The Board ls the policy making body on campus, but if
there are enough students and faculty members upset

with this new policy, the Board should re-consider and
rephrase the policy.
It may have been intended al any one particular group,
but the consequences could be devastating for the entire
University.
Pan American University is committed to serve the
community and this policy is not allowing us to. It must be
revised; otherwise, ti. exchange of ideas will slowly
diminish and academic freedom will eventually die.

Oscar Garza

Editor

Budget cuts
will affect students
Another "it won't affect me" syndrome has hit Pan
American University students; this having to do with the
non-support of the proposed letter writing campaign to
stop the proposed financial aid cutbacks in the fall
semester.
The Reagan cuts could be devastating throughout the
nation, but more particularily here because 4,000 PAU
students are on some kind of financial aid. This is either
BEOG, SEOG, workstudy or student loans.
Proposed cuts range to $240,000 in the 1982-83 college year. a 40 percent cut in BEOG/Pell Grant and 30
percent cuts in the workstudy program in 1983-84.
One out of every two students will be affected by the
proposed cuts, which means YOU will be involved .
Student government started a letter writing campaign
to Valley congressmen and senators. More than 2,000
letters were handed out as students received their financial aid checks.
A minimal number was sent to Washington. D.C.,
Friday meaning students really don't think the president
will enforce the proposed cuts, or they Just don't care as

of this moment. The latter holds the most evidence.
Two thousand students signed a petition that is also going to Washington.
Just last year in Texas, students from universities all
over the Lone Star state united as one to fight and slop
the proposed student tuition Increase. Like this year,
students almost waited too long In voicing their opinions.
One small-scale rally was held on campus to try to
organize students in the fight. Some support was gained,
but PAU students were actually left out of the state wide
student proceedings.
Students demonstrations have taken place on many
campuses all over the nation and PAU plans its student
rally April 13. Congressman Kika de la Garza and
Senator Lloyd Bentsen are scheduled to attend the financial aid rally.
We, as students, have to be counted. If we are against
the financial aid cuts, we must speak out. This means
joining In the rally, continuing to write letters and letting
the president know where the students stand.
The President was elected by the people and he is also
influenced by public opinion and if public opinion does
not favor financial aid cutbacks, then there will not be
any.
Reagan will pay for this mistake in the next election if
this cutbak goes iflto effect.
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--------------------Letters-------------------pathways, which often
become cwercrowded. This
forces them onto the grass,
which may have stickers or
maybe be wet. Also, the
unlevel surface of the ground
doesn't provide the comfort of
sidewalks.
This is an important Issue
which deserves careful
thought and attention. The
expense involved would be
well worth the additional comfort of much-needed
sidewalks. After examining
the situation, the administration should surely see the dire
need for more sidewalks on
campus.

Cheryle Pile, freshman
Editor'■

note: Thi• I■ a
letter that waa .afted by
the Council of Deans and
waa paued and algned by
aU of them Tuesday. The
latter ■hows a great c oncern over the propoaed
Reagan Admlnlatratlon
financial aid budget cuts.
The letter will be ■ent to
Pre■ldent Ronald Reagan,
Senator■ Uoyd Bentsen,
John Tower and Con-

greuman Klk a de la Garza.
On behalf of the Council of
Deans of Pan American University, I call your attention to
a potentially serious threat to
higher educational opportunities for many citizens of the
Rio Grande Valley of Texas.
According to our Information.
President Reagan' proposed
budget for 1983-84 will call
for additional cuts In financial
aid for students and other program such as the Special Services for Disadvantaged
Students and Upward Bound.
The proposed reductions
would follow the already
debilitiating cuts for the
1981-82 and 1982-83 fiscal
years.
If the President's proposed
cuts of 4 percent in Pell
Grants. 30 percent in College
Workstudy, and total elimination of supplemental Grants,
Direct Loans, and State Student Incentive Grants are approved by the Senate, 430
Pan American University
students could lose National
Direct Student Loans: 1,520
students might lose Supplemental Educational Oppor-

tunity Grants; 465 students
could lose College Workstudy
Grants; and 2,521 students
might lose Pell Grants. Denied
an opportrunity to improve
their education, many
students affected by these cuts
will realize less of their intellectual and earning power potential.
Moreover, if the President's
proposed cul of 12 percent in
Special Services for Disadvantaged
Students is approved by the
Senate, the net effect may be
curtailment of tutoring,
reading, and counseling services to approximately 647 of
our disadvantaged students.

If the President's cuts of 60
percent in the Upward Bound
Program are Jpproved by the
Senate, 126 high risk
students, whom we enroll in
the program each year, will
probably not attend a postsecondary institution--and
most of these students will
drop out of high school.
Since you have graciously
assisted us in the past with
funding these programs and
because you have expressed a

concern for improving accessibility to higher education
for Texas Valley students, we
respectfully urge you not only
to oppose vigorously the the
proposed cuts in these programs but to continue your
support al the federal level of
these and other programs for
economically disadvantaged
youth

out that members of the PAU
AAUP chapter are concerned
about the policy in the contest
of academic freedom .
Noyes said later, "It Is a
definite concern because the
AAUP stands for academic
freedom and we feel the policy may infringe on that."
John Stolarek of the political science department said,
"I've seen this type of thing
happen at other universities
which led to much more serious Infringements on academic freedom . They became
major Issues which hurt the
administration and faculty
needlessly.
"That doesn't need to happen here. The policy Is the
first step to more and more
repression of academic freedom and we can stop it."
Because academic freedom
is considered an Issue In this
debate, about 10 concerned
sN<lents met with five faculty
members Monday afternoon
to discuss the policy, its consequences and alternatives the
students have In possibly having the policy changed.
Tom Brammer, a student
instrumental in organizing that
meeting, said, "The resolution
has been directed at faculty
but in the long run It w!II be
students an the community
who will be adversely affected."
Another concern which has
been addressed deals with the
University's mission to serve
the community.
Freeman, a political science
professor, said, "When we say
we cannot co-sponsor events
with these groups, we are denying a responsibility of this
University. The people of the
state of Texas pay taxes and
so they should have access to
the University. The people
who are members of these

is easier to determine whether
a co.sponsorship can occur
under the new policy, said
Hinojosa.
He explained, "It's a lot
easier to use a group test
rather than a program test"
He said that a policy which
relied on program content
"would place upon the University the unnecessary and
probably impossible burden of
attempting to determine, before the fact, whether cosponsorship of a particular
event with a particular group
would b advantagous (sic) or
detrimental to the University's
objectives."
Regent answering contentions that the Board acted too
quickly Ann LaMantia said."
"The policy was not passed
through quickly. It was
thought about a long time. I
feel the students and the faculty need to read the policy
more closely. The Board feels
the students should become
more activity Involved in what
comes to the University. If
students are upset, the Board
is always willing to listen to
them."
One point which ls consistently being missed in this
debate, said Chafin, is that the
policy Is not going to prevent
any event or program from
taking place on the campus.
Because the policy is directed only at official components of the University,

Ernest Baca, Dean
Sciance & Mathaetlca

F.J. &r~werton, Dean
Ad ■ fnistration

Business

Bob Do,.,ell, !Jean
Humanities
Gilberto do los Santo ■
Dean of Students/
Instructional Services

Jerry L. Pulley, Dean
Education

Julian Castillo, Director
Health Related Professions
Leslie Gover

Director of Library

The taxpayers were
mentioned by Ricardo
Hinojosa, chairman of
Bo.vd of Regents, in a
pared statement.

The members of the board,
he said, "are representatives

of the community at large,
aud must teke into consldera•

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

For faster service call In order

H. •

Edinburg 383-0725

• Gitt
Wrappinc

• Enaravin1

.... ,.

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

Break is as follows:
Saturday, March 13th

9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Sunday, March 14th

Closed

Monday, March 15th

-- 8:00 a.m. to 5·00 p.m.

Tuesday. March 16th

·· 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday, March 17th -· 8·00 a .m. to 5:00 pm.
-- 8·00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Friday. March 19th

·· 8 00 a.m . to 5:00 p.m.

Saturday, March 20th

•· Closed

Sunday, March 21st

·· 2·00 p.m. to 10:00 p,m .

Pianist to perform March 22
Dr. John Raimo, pianist.

will be presented in the Faculty Artist Series of the Pan
American University Music
Department on March 22. at 8
p.m In the PAU Fine Arts
Auditorium.

The program will consist of
the following: Six Ecossaises
by Beethoven; Sonata No. 3
in b minor, Op 58 by
Chopin: Sonata in D Major,
K. 576 by Mozart; and the
Carnaval, Op. 9 by Robert
Schumann.

Raimo, head of the keyboard department at Pan Am
has appeared as a recitalist
and soloist with an orchestra
in the United States, Mexico
and Europe. Recently he has
performed the Tchaikovsky
Concerto No. 1 in Bb minor
and the Liszt Concerto No. 2
in A Major with the San Antonio Symphony, and he has
appeared as soloist with the
South Texas Symphony In a
performance of the Beethoven Concerto No. 4 in G
Major.

- - - - - - - - -Pageant _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
meetings in which contestants will be allowed to ask
questions they might have.
The dates for these meetings
will be announced at a later
date.
Pageant committee chairman, Armando Chapa, said
that applications will be sent

through campus mail to all
organizations. If an organiza•
lion does not receive one,
they should contact Chapa at
the University Center in Room
314 for more information or
entry forms.
Other committee members
are Kim Krause and Thomas
Gonzalez.

"I think it Is good that the
Council of of Deans expressed
an opinion on the policy," Dr.
Carl Grantz. acting vice president for academic affairs.
said. "I just don't know if it will
do any good."

crackers

also
the
pre-

other groups such as voluntary faculty groups or student
oranizatlons can still cosponsor events with any
group.
Chafin said, "The important
Issue is that we're not talking
about faculty members. It talks
about the University. It
doesn't talk about the faculty
senate or student government."
Even so, fears about the
consequences of what the
policy might do continue Action by various groups on
campus composed of faculty
as well as students has been
Initiated to express concern
about the new policy.

March Special
Enchlldo Plate
2 Enchilada's filled with
cheese, with or without
onions. topped with ch1le
con came. lice. beans &

groups are taxpayers."

The schedule for the University Library during Spring

David Alvirez, Dean
Socia 1 .Scicnct!.s

--------Co-sponsorship----------lion that community's perspectives of the role and functions of a tax-supported
University."
He said that the University
must remain neutral by not
endorsing any "political or
philosophical dogma." "Once
that neutrality (or even the
perception of It) Is lost, the
University ceases to be a
forum for discussion and becomes instead an advocate."
Scott Chafin, the University
attorney who helped draft the
policy, said, "Even if the program is not politically partisan,
In allowing the University to
co-sponsor It, there's a possibility that the tax-paying
public will read into that an
endt>rsement.
"It's not a question of
whether those activities will be
held or not. That's not the
issue. The Issue is official
University support for these
groups."
In his statement, Hnojosa
wrote, "It would not be unreasonable for the public or student body to assume that the
University's co-sponsorship of
an event with a group or
groups which are closely identified with a particular cause
amounts to an endorsement
by the University of the positlon(s) publicly associated with
such groups."
Because the policy relies
not on program content but
on the group co-sponsoring, It

Spring Break Library Hours

Thursday, March 18th
Carl L. Grantz
Acting Vice Preaident
Academic Affalrs
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Across from Pan Arn

Right now. you're probably in a
career frenzy. Who wouldn't be
with so many options. so many
people giving you wellintentioned adVice. Do you feel
like you're running around 1n
circles, with tirne gaining fast?
Slow down, take a deep breath.
and consider the options
logically
NL Industries IS a very logical
option We're a diversified
Fortune 200 company with major
divisions 1n oilfield equipment.
petroleum services. chemicals,
and metals The work we do 1s
abso<bing and V8fY important in
today's economy, We're involved
in areas of rapid growth and
development with unlimited
opportunities for talented
professionals.

Now doesn't that include just
about everything on your list?
If you're graduatlng In:

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

we would like to visit with you in

person when our representatives
are on your campus
Tuesday & Wednesday
Marcil 23-24

Register at your career
placement office. or send us your
resume 1f our visit is inconvenient
for you. We hope that you decide
on NL lndustnes.

NL lndustl1es, Inc.
Suite 1500
1900 West Loop South
Houston. Texas TTCY27

We Are An Equal Opp0r1Um1y

Emplor•t M F

Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE
2 locations/ McAllen, Mission
Harlingen & Brownsv1lle

NL Industries, Inc.

P13ge 4

Border-fox receives equipment
A camera and a few tape
recorders to be used by
students working with BorderFox have already been received according to Dr. Dorothy
Schmidt, project assistant.
Students will be allowed to
check out tape recorders and
cameras to aid them in their
search for stories of life along
the borders of 1he Rio
Grande.
Teachers and students have
shown a good deal of interest

in the Foxfire-type publication
according to Schmidt,
however. there is still time for
more students to become involved.
Students who are interested
can contact Dr. Chad
Richardson in LA Room 338
or they can reach him at
381-3572. Dr. Schmidt can
be reached in Office Building
C, No. 1 from 2 p .m to 4
p.m.

RHA mixer tonight
The Resident Housing
Association is sponsoring a
mixer tonight from 8 p.m. to
midnight at the Snack Bar.
All dorm residents and PAU
students are invited to attend.

Admission fee is $1 for
everyone. Music will be by C
& C music of McAllen which
plays a range of music from
disco, country and western,
rock and roll

AAUP open meeting
focuses on universities
An open meeting to discuss
common problems faced by
colleges and universities in the
nation, in Texas and in the
Valley is scheduled during activity period today in B.A.
Auditorium 110.
The called meeting is open
to all interested people according to Dr. Lillian Noyes,
president of the PAU chapter
of the American Association
of University Professors
(AAUP)
The PAU meeting was inspired by the Austin spring
meeting by the Texas Conference of the AAUP, the
Texas Association of College

Teachers rrACT) and Texas
Council of Faculty Govern an ce
Organizations
rrcFGO) .
Those attending the conference were: Dr. Terry Allison,
"Relations to State Government and Legislative Policies;" Dr Hubert Miller,
"Faculty Preparation Institutional Governance;'' Dr.
Lillian Noyes; "Status of
Women and Minorities;" and
Dr. Ray Sager, "Membership,
Budget and Finance."
At the TCFGO session, Dr.
Charles Ellard spoke about
"Current Issues Before Faculty Senates"

Vole's Drive Inn Wilcox scholarship
CHICKEN PLATE

ONLY $2.15
Includes 3 pieces of chicken, fries, bread,
tomatoes, onions, and Jalapefios
720 North Closner (Corner of 281 & Schunlor) Edinburg, Texas
ORDERS TO GO WELCOMED
381-9623

Art students wishing to apply for the Lemont Wilcox Art
Scholarships should submit
their portfolios by April 5.
Five merit scholarships
covering tuition, books and art
supplies will be awarded for
1982-83.

..
~jpeaa
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Recipients will be selected
on the basis of portfolios
which should be submitted to
the art department office, Art
Annex 105. For more information call Richard Hyslin or
Martha Cipriano at 381-3480.

PAUSAfloat in Springfest parade
The Pan American University Student Association is
sponsoring a float in this
week's annual Springfest
parade in McAllen Saturday.
Tomas Gonzalez. senator
from the school of health
related professions, heads the
float committee. Work on the
float will begin at 8 p.m. both
tonight and tomorrow night at
the Physical Plant. Gonzalez

encourages all students who
want to participate should
come by the plant.
The theme for the PAUSA
float is "Pan American University and the Rio Grande
ValJey, A Great Combination
for the Future. ·• Miss Pan
American, Nelly Garza, and
Bronco Queen, Angie Guajardo, will ride on tbe float.

Phi Kappa Tau selects officers
The PAU Delta Omicron
chapter of Phi Kappa Tau has
elected new officers.
Elected al a recent meeting
were Efrain Alaniz of Rio
Hondo, president; Gumecindo Ybarra of Weslaco, vicepresident; Sam Olivares of
San Antonio, secretary; Omar
Morales of San Benito,
treasurer; and Raul de los
Santos of Eagle Pass,
Sergeant-at-Arms.

The Phi Tau's are currently
seeking new members as well
as prospective little sisters.
Anyone interested can call
Alaniz at 381-5987, or Terry
at 381-5010.

YD s meet tcxiay
The 'loung Democrats will
meet t.,day in LA 119 al activity period to discuss plans
for the upcoming political rally
and faJita plate fund raiser.

El Sol offers scholarship
"El Sol" scholarship applications will be available
after March 10 at the financial
aid office. To be eligible the
applicant must meet the
following criteria:
1 Be actively involved in
high school or college publications.
2. Be in the top 35 percent
of the class if freshman or
maintain a 2.0 GPA
3. Be enrolled full-time.
4. Be recommended by someone from professional
field. academically or from
discipline in mass communication.

*

5. Contribute to publish at
least four itmes in "El Sol"
during the semester they
receive the scholarship.
The scholarship is in the
amount of $250 per semester
to be used for tuition, fees and
books. Two scholarships will
be awarded per semester.
Applications must be submitted 30 days prior to fall
and/or spring semester. Recip1ents will be selected by a
committee composed of the
El Sol editor, faculty advisor
to El Sol, the dean of
students and the financial aid
director.

May 15, 1982
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Course
available year
round.
Call for further
Information.

3600 N. 23rd· McAllen · 631·2961
11617 N. Central · Dallas, TX 75243
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FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
All CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242
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Auxiliary Enterprise System Budgeted Deficit
FY 82
Expected
Account
Name
4010-24
4027
4028
4029
4035
4036
4040
4041
4042
4045
4050
4055
4058
4059
4060
4061
4063
4064
4065
4066
4075
4080
4081
4083
4084
4085
4030

Expected
Budgeted
Athletic•
Drama
Foren• lce
Dance Group
Student Health
St udent Insurance
Intramural•
Music Activities
Lie. Fee Music Copyrights
Student Publication•
Career Day
Student ID
Student Auoclatlon
Pree. Leadership Scholar
Student Activities
Cheerleader•
Job Location Center
Honore Scholarships
Student Financial Aid
Fin. Aid Records & Collect
Yearbook
Longevity Pay
Staff Group lnaurance
Old Age & Surv. In•.
Malnt & Utilities
Mall, Tel.-Computer Sen.
Inaugural
Student Service Fee
Returned Check Fees
· suBTOTAL.

Defllclt
Income

Surplus ( + )

S 697,211
35,000
6 ,380
3 ,100
73,935
21,539
16,295
17,700
2 ,000
43,335
2,151
11,400
10,412
9 ,600
61,705
1.000
15,000
15,000
31,726
32,567
74,022
4 ,500
16,500
65,000
8 ,100
7 ,000
15,000
0
0

Sl05,000
30,000
0
0
2,200
0
0
6,500
0
18,200
0
2 ,500
0
0
15,000
0
0
0
8 ,700
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
646,000
3 ,900

$,1,297,177'

1838,000'

$592,211
5 ,000
6 ,380
3 ,100
71,735
21,539
16,295
11,200
2 ,000
25,135
2 ,151
8 ,900
10,412
9 ,600
46,704
1,000
15,000
15,000
23,026
32,567
74,022
4 ,500
16,500
65,000
8 ,100
7,000
15,000
+646,000
+ 3,900

Edinburg, Texas

University faces
devastating budget deficit
By Oscar Garza
Pan American University
has $479,333 budget deficit,
according to a report issued
this week.
Dr. Gilberto de los Santos,
dean of student and Instructional services, said the impression last year when the
budget was drawn up was that
it would be even.
•~ his Is a substantial debt
and we have found out that
utilities for buildings occupied
for student services has increased," de los Santos said.
"We have to eliminate the
deficit by charging each
budget for their proper expenses."
This would include the
snack bar, the dorms and the
bookstore.
"We have to be realistic and

charge the students the right
amount for expenses-cafeteria, dorms and book
prices will have the prices raised because we have to break
even," de los Santos said.
"We have to balance the
budget by whatever it takes."
The raising of prices should
allow the programs to maintain their quality, according to
de los Santos.
"We have to be aware of
what other universities are
charging also--we need to be
competitive," de los Santos
said. "I think students will
understand what we are doing
and right now it is double best
lo economize by utilizing our
dollars wisely."
The raising cost could be
seen four or five year ago, but
the university never raised the
prices; therefore, the students

University Bookstore
Cafeteria
Unlverelty Center
Emllla Hall
Women'• Dormitory
Men'• Dormitory
Southwick Hall
AES Bond Repayment

1459,177 '

Sl,142,696
368,929
147,245
5 ,000
173,469
171,693
5 ,000
338,825

Sll ,200,000
320,000
10,000
0
125,000
115,000
0
0

S + 57,304

127,157
0
0
0
0

0
614,950
30,000
14,908
30,000

127,157
+ 614,950
+ 614,950
+ 14,908
+ 30,000

·suBTOTAL.

2,480,014"

2,459,858"

20,156"

GRANDTOTAL

$3,777.191

S3.297,858

S479,333

Overhead
Building Use Fee
lntereet CD'•
lntereet Subeldy Grant
Vending Machine Reve nue

48,929
137,245
5,000
48,469
56,693
5,000
338,825

Seminar scheduled March 25
Making the celebration of
women's history, a panel will
discuss "Valley Women and
Employment--Year 2000"
during activity period March
25 In the University Ballroom.
The discussion is part of
Herstory Week and the
American Association of
University Women Week,
sponsored by the Edinburg
branch of the AAUW.
Panel members include
Jack Brummond of Austin,
executive director for texas
women's employment and
education, Inc. (which was initiated by Lupe Anguiano of
San Antonio - founder and
P resident of National
Women's Employment and
Education Inc.), Gloria Gene
Moore, director of communications and economic
research. McAllen Chamber
of Commerce and Dr. Ted
Clark , PAU Professor
Emeritus and local coordinator for the World Future
Society.
A dutch-treat luncheon and
further discussion will continue at noon at the Hotel
Echo in Edinburg.
On March 28 from 1 p .m.
to 5 p.m. the AAUW will participate in "Call to Justice · A
New Way for Women and
Men" sponsored by the Council of Religious of the Diocese
of Brownswille al the Pharr
Civic Center located at 1011

W. Kelly and S. Palm Drive.
As part of the Pan American
University Health Fair March
29 from 9 a .m. to 2 p.m. in
the Ballroom and third floor of
U C . the Edinburg AAUW will
sponsor a workshop on
"Holistic Health." Co-chairs
are AAUW members, Mary
Diaz of the PAU Nursing
faculty and Rhonda Johnson
of Physical Education faculty.
There is no admission
charge and the public is invited to all events. Faculty staff
and students are urged to attend.
Gloria Bliss-Moore of Edinburg is the originator and
overall project director for the
educational, interdisciplinary
Women Studies Series which
was begun in 1975-76 to
mark International Women's
Year and the Bicentennial and
has since become an annual
University event.
For originating the women
studies series, Moore was
recognized as one of the
outstanding AAUW University
Corporate Representatives
from throughout the nation in
1979. National recognition for
the pro1ect has also come
from tw o public a tions.
Samplings and ldedllsm at
Work.
The 1977- 78 Women
Studies 111 .:,~ries. Women in
Non-Traditional Careers,
sponsored jointly by AAUW

were gettlhg a real bargain,
according to Judy Vinson,
assistant dean of students and
instructional services.
"The university may have
made a mistake in not making
the costs minimmal each year,
four or five years ago." Vinson said.
"The University is making a
conscious effort to keep the
cost down," de los Santos
said. "What this boiled down
to is that state of Texas subsidized the students within
reasonable limits."
De los Santos said he
disagrees with the University
of Texas method in allowing
students to pick what services
they want to pay for.
"It is not good because Pan
American University could not
plan ahead well," de los Santos said.

Options to Reduce the AES Deficit
Expected 1.n creaae
In, Revenuee Saving•

Specific Meaeurea
7015-16
7020-21
7025-26
7030
7031-32
7048-49
7050
7051
Various
Account.

and Pan American University
was partially financed by a
grant from American Association of University Women
Educational Foundatio n.
Washington , D.C

Page 5

1) Student Health Fee @
50~/ SCH .... . . . ......... ..

Cumulative
Reduction
of Deficit

Sl00,000

100,000

... ... .. ........ .. .

2,151

102,151

3) Charge for Yearbook . .. . .. . ....

74,000

176,151

4) Increase Cafeteria Meal
Prlcea 25% . . ......

50,000

226,151

5) lncreHe Dormitory Rates
to a breakeven Level .. . .. . . ..

105,162

331,313

6)Student Center Fee @
S5.00/ Student .. ............

40,000

371 ,313

7)1ncrease Indirect C osts for
Continuing Educ ation to 20% ..

15,000

386,313

8) Athle tic Boosters .............

50.000

436.313

9) Transfer Job Location Center
Budget to Gen. Admln ........

15.000

451.313

10) Increase Bookstore Revenues ...

50.000

501 ,313

2) Eliminate Career D•y
Subsidy

... . . .. .

Ctrarou.ael JJce Qlream
l}arlor
NEXT TO ECONOMY DRIVE-IN

v/11111 ']flu/
l,B,u,
Inc.
1320 N ClOSNEA
N HWY 281
EDINBURG
TEXII.S

7MJ9

n o. ffllf OIIA. AfS
PH AC 1512) Jal 6822
31J..aell
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Evening's events

Card shark--Glorla Rodriguez passes out cards to the various blackjack players.

Activity Nite success
Pan
American
University's Activity
Nite was a tremendous success, according to Larry Garcia,
diversions chairperson.
The UCPC sponsored event was attended by many
students and members
of the surrounding
communities.
"We are very happy
that Activity Nite was
such a great success
and we plan to make it
an annual event. "
Garcia said.
The biggest crowd
pleasers were the
Casino and the
Showboat activities.
At the casino, people played blackjack,
craps, or poker. The
Showboat was the
variety talent show in
which students could
participate by either
watching the show or
Shake 1tup--PAU Jazz Dancers performed "Sound of the City" at UCPC Ac•
tlvltlee Night.

by being in the show
itself. Tuttie Oliva, a
singer, was a big hit
with the crowd and
she gave _several encores.

If one felt like saying
something, a student
had chance to write it
on the graffiti wall.
This was also very
popular.

The guests at ActiviStudents also found
ty Nite were also able out that disco is not
to listen to talented dead, but is actually
young groups who alive and still kicking.
provided the music for
the dancing as well as
"We think that all
just easy listening our efforts were really
music for people to a big help and that
enjoy as they ate or they were all worjust strolled around thwhile in making this
such a success."
the area.
Gloria Rodriguez,
Local artists were special
events
on hand to paint chairperson, said. "We
caricatures or pictures were afraid that we
of people interested in wouldn't get the parhaving their images ticipation from the stureproduced.
dent body. ParticipaYoung lovers also tion is really what
had a chance to ex- makes it all so much
perience togetherness fun. It was really a
in the "Tunnel of good thing to see so
Love" which was set many students at Acup in the cafeteria.
tivity Nite."

The Pan American
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draw large crowd

Hit me again-Two big time gamblers try to Increase their winnings.

\

Singing and Strummlng--Rlcardo Saldivar and Tutti
Oliva hit the high notes Saturday night at the
UCPC sponsored actlvlq· nlte.

Loan sharks-Lisa Borrego handles all the money for the house, exchanging
currency for chips.

j

•
Kilroy u:as h , •

everyone ?Ir.,

, eorge Villagomez lets loose with his pen and joins
Graffiti wall.

Ice cream break··uUnder the Rainbow" was a
chance for students to refesh themselves with a
scoop of ice cream.
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Financial aid
open next week

Erickson becomes PR &irector
by Horacio Gonzalez
A new public information
director has been appointed to
assist University administrators
and the various departments
in explaining the events on
campus.
Bruce Erickson, 34, heads
the relatively new position at
the public information office
located in Emilia Hall Room

102.
Erickson now fulfills part of
University President Dr.
Miguel Nevarez' plan to
broaden the university
financial base through the
strengthening of public relations.
He joins the PAU staff from
the University of Kansas,
where he directed publications
and public Information for
KU's Division of continuing
Education.
He said he found It a challenging experience to take the
job, and said the University
has an excellent administralinn.

"This university has competent leaders," he said. "They
ask good questions and know
fact and fiction ."
The former director of
public relations and instructor
of journalism for CulverStockton College (Mo.) was
delighted in the weather conditions that greeted him Feb.

28.
"When I left Kansas, ii was
ten degrees below zero," he
said. "When I arrived here It
was 60 degrees • that's big difference!"
Erickson hopes to achieve
at least two things in his position. He wants to Improve the
impact and the consistency of
university publicity.
"We're selling our achieve-

ments," he said . "We operate
under the assumption that the
more people know about us,
the more they'll like us and the
more they'll support us."
"If any university sits back
and expects the public to
understand them they're going to have a long wait," he
said.
Erickson began his jornalistlc background experience as a reporter for the
Lawrence (Ks.) Daily JournalWorld.
He earned his bachelor's
and master's degrees from the
William Allen White School of

Journalism at the University of
Kansas.
He also noted that the information office Is always willing
to accept newsworthy items
from any of the school's departments.
"We're here for the students," he said. "We want to
make the University look
good."
Erickson lives temporarily at
the men's dorms. His wife
Mary, a teacher and three
children Bret,6, Kirsten.,3, and
Christopher, 1, will move from
Kansas at semester's end.
They plan to live In Edinburg.

Kappa Sigma fraternity
fills positions
The Kappa Epislon Chapter
of Kappa Sigma recently
elected officers for the coming
year.
The officers are: Ruben
Delgado, grand master; Hector Saldana, grand pro-

cterator; Willie Walker, iand
master of ceremonies; Gary
DeForest, grand scribe;
Robert Gutierrez, grand
treasurer
and
Rocky
Benavides and Jessie
Villescas, guards.

Workstudy hours increase
About $47,000 is being
redistributed to approximately
400 workstudy students now
through May 12 who have
shown unmet financial need,
according to Clementine Cantu, financial aid director.
The redistribution is being
done-with a raise In the maximum of hours workstudies
can work. The Increase was
possible because other students who qualified for
workstudy did not accept
assignments, she said.
Students under the

workstudy program normally
worked an average of 15
hours, but because of financial
aid cuts this semester and last
the maximum hours were reduced. The cuts caused some
students to work off-campus.
"Workstudy awards weren't
accepted," Cantu said. "They
didn't come back to school or
didn't want to work just 12
hours."
Students work from $3.3'>
to $3.64 an hour and the
maximum will return to its
average of 12 hours after this
semester.

EDITORSHIPS

Applications for two Student Publications editorships a_re due now and must be received by April 1 at
the office of the faculty adviser, Joyce Prock, Emilia
Hall 100.
Students applying for the editorship of The Pan
American newspaper and El Bronco yearbook, must:
1. Apply by April 1 at Emilia Hall 100.
2. D~scribe their qualifications.
3. Provide names of three references whom
they have asked to write letters of recommendation directly to the adviser.
4. State their philosophy or policies for
operation of the newspaper or yearbook.
5. Qualifications:
A Successful completion of one course
in reporting and one in editing; or
B Equivalent professinal experience on
a newspaper or other publication; or
C Two years staff work on El Bronco or
The Pan American;
D Minimum GPA of 2.00.
E 60 semester hours.
F Good standing with the Division of
Student Affairs .
\

STUDENT

PUBLICATIONS

The Financial Aid Office will
be open for business during spring break from 8 a.m.
to 4 :30 p .m . March 15
through March 19.

LAE elects officers

To show-Displaying some of the wheef thrown
sculpture he will be exhibiting and demonatratlng
how to create tbla weekend at Harlingen'• Rlofeat
Is PAU Art dept. head Richard Hyalln.

The Criminal Justice Fraternity, LAE, has elected offlcen
for next year. They are Glenda Quintanilla, president; Ray
Diaz, vice president; Sylvia
Gutierrez, secretary; Pete
Flores, sergent-at-arms; Ana
Cindy Pena, treasurer.

PAU-8 student teacher orientation tcxiay
Students · who plan to do
teachers may have. He also of the field.
For additional Information
their student teaching at says that these questions can
Brownsville during the fall or range from anywhere from concerning the scheduled orispring term of 1982-83 how the students are placed In entation or other Information
should attend a special stuthe public schools, to exactly concerning the PAU-B student teacher orientation today what student teaching Is, and dent teacher education proat 1 p .m. In Tandy Hall 113, can alleviate the fear maAy gram contact Coronado at
according to Dr. Leo Cor- student teachers might have 542-6882.
onado, PAU-B student - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
teacher coordinator.
He says this session is
"specifically designed to give
bargains available. CaU for your
the future student teachers a
FOR SALE
look of what's required of Nice Portable Television directory on how to purchase.
them before being admitted to VHF/UHF. AM/FM Radio, Cas- (602) 998-0575 Ext. 0502 Call
student teach," for example,
sette Recorder/Playback. Price: Refundable.
CREDIT PROBLEMS?••·
courses lacking in a student $100.00, call 381-1230.
Get master card or Visa•--No
degree plan.
KARATE INSTRUCTION
The session will also Inform
details; Send SADE to HOC, Box
280570: Dallas, Texas 75228
student as to what type of
courses will be offered during IN THE TANG SOO DO STYLE (clip & save ad)
CHILDREN 8-12
the summer that will help OFFERED.
AFTER SCHOOL AND SATURmeet the prerequisite for stu- DAY. ADULTS WEEKDAY Classified rate is 20 cents a line
dent teaching.
EVENINGS 6-7 p.m. $25.00 with a minimum of $1 for each inAn added bonus to those per/ month. Call 686-5008 or go sertion. payable in advance.
who attend the session will be
by 701 N. 15th. McAllen, ask for Bring Ad Copy to The Pan Ame·
a question-answer period.
rican Emilia Hall 100. Deadline Is
Adolfo Pesquera.
Coronado says that this time
Friday noon. To estimate cost
will be devoted to any ques- SURPtUS JEEPS $65. CARS count 30 letters and spaces to a
8_9 -_T_R_u_c_K__
lions the future student ~$_
$100. Similar line.

Classified

Ads
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Curanderisrno co01bines
with Mexican Culture
bv Sandra Barbosa
"A people's culture is a part
of their health care," said Dr.
Robert Trotter, PAU associate
professor of anthropology.
With Dr. Juan Antonio
Chavira, Trotter has coauthored
a
book,
"Curanderismo: MexicanAmerican Folk Healing."
Chavira was a former assistant
professor of psychiatry and
family practice at the University of Texas Health Science
Center at San Antonio.
Work on Curanderismo
started about eight years ago.
Trotter and Chavira received
a grant from the Regional
Medical Program of Texas to
study curanderos - Mexican
folk healers-for doctors. This
was so that doctors in contact
with Mexican-American people could understand the people's culture and, thus, their
need for the curandero along
with traditional medical care.
"We felt that some physicians may not be sensitive to
the culture," Trotter explained.
Having read books on
curanderismo, both Trotter
and Chavira agreed that many
were misleading in their interpretation of the healing process. Thus, they set out "lo
correct false impressions
created by earlier writings,"
according to Trotter.
Having decided on
curanderismo as their topic,
they interviewed curanderos
on both sides of the border.
Hidalgo County and Reynosa
were the main areas of roncentrated research. Twenty-

five to 30 curanderos were Interviewed for the book to Insure that all sides of the subject were covered.
For three years, both Trotter and Chavira apprenticed
with curanderos to obtain first
hand
knowledge
of
curanderismo. They found
that "the curanderos" general
attitude was very open.
"They felt they had
something to offer," Trotter
said. "They wantPd to know
why it had not ,>een done
before," referring tc> direct
research with the curanderos.
Since
curanderlsmo
covered many subtopics, all
were researched including
yerberos (Herb healers),
parteras (Midwives), masajistas (Masseurs) and general
curanderos.
Yerberos,
parteras and masajistas were
all specialist that fell under the
general
blanket
of
curanderismo.
Apprenticeship to the
various curanderos took time
because the varied rituals
were taught in steps. The
curanderos explained that the
apprentices could not understand the whole process at
once; the basics had to be
learned first.
Findings from the threeyear apprenticeship and
reasearch revealed , for example, that believers of
curanderismo did not
necessarily come from poor
and ignorant badkgrounds.
Many of the most pious
believers were well-off,
educated and young. The old
sterotype that all Mexican-

lteanCtee11,

Power

American believed in
Curanderismo was also erased.
Trotter said that this was the
first time that the theorieg,forcuranderismo had ever been
written about. Curanderos
were found to send their patient to doctor when they
could not help and they also
saw doctors themselves. The
medically accepted germ
theory of disease was also accepted by curanderos, Trotter
said.
"An awful lot of their
(curanderos) theories overlap
with modern medicine," Trotter pointed out.
One belief curandros held
did not correspond with the
medical world. This belief was
that supernatural events could
and did cause illnesses. The
medical world is not ready to
accept that such things as the
evil eye (ma! ojo) exist, lei
alone work.
Trotter says he plans to
write another book in about
five years. It would then be
time to expand and update
this book.
However, he is keeping In
touch with the curanderos he
had apprenticed with as well
as meeting new ones. He Is
writing articles for scientific
journals that expand on subjects In the book also.
Trotter is researching the
practice of home remedies for
possible inclusion In the updated version of the book.
With Dr. Michael Logan of the
University of Tennessee, Trotter is also studying yerberos to
see if possibly any n•
medicines can be found.
As a whole, Trotter said
that the book is a , "significant
improvement" over other
books on curanderismo.
"We produced the best
book we could," he said.

Wins roce--Exhau•ted to the point of collaPff, Eric Liddell (Ian Charl~on)
receive• .upport from hi• friend/ coach and coach Sam Mu...blnl (Ian
Holm) after winning a grueling race In the Brltl•h fllm 'Chariots of Fire'.

Oscars proclaim 'Chariots of Fire'
by Sandra Barboea
Seven Academy Award
nominations speak for Great
Britain's historic film 'Chariots
of Fire': Best Picture, Best
Director-Hugh Hudson, Best
Supporting Actor-Ian Holm,
Best Original Score-Vangelis,
Best Original ScreenplayColin Welland, Best Film
Editing-Terry Rawlings and
Best
Costume-Melina
Canonero.
Revolving around a group
of young, eager-to-win men,
this film follows them through
their personal ordeals on their
way to the 1924 Olympics.
Nothing is left out, the
costumes, the settings and
historical references charge
the film's atmosphere with a
never ending intensity. The
audience is taken back to the
1920's with a finesse that
draws one's breath away.
Cambridge, England, provides the main settihg for the
film. Caius College, Cambridge University, looms as
the backdrop. Cambridge's
traditional past breathes life in
one scene where row upon
row of polished youths stand
dressed in Immaculate white
lie and tails. Siqnaled to seat

themselves for supper by the
school's dean, the youths do
so in perfe•ct unison .
Candlelight bathes the room
in warmth and quiet dignity.
Words of pride, voiced by the
dean, stir the heart to love and
honor the institution of which
they are a part.
Scotland's emerald green
hills and misty skies enter the
picture next. Scottish competition marches and Ceol
M6rs waft over participants In
a meet of the Highland
Games.
France ls used as a setting
also, but not much of the actual country is seen. The sight
of the eighth Olympics appears mainly in the grands•
tand where the meets take
place.
Youthful energy, passionate religious faith and the
individual glory of winning
comprise the Games. Faces
contort in sheer bursts of
might and muscles bulge with
the tautness of driving power
exerted to gain the advantage
and win the gold. The camera
captures each runners' fight
for the medal, but ii also
penetrates the time of solitude
each runner reserves before a

Q](H@)
PRESENTS
The Third Annual Harvey Wallbanger
Pajama and Toga Party

seemingly endless hours while
the runner projects his whole'
being Into a tunnel of concentration.
.
Harold Abrahams (Ben
Cross) and Eric Liddell (Ian
Charleson) for Great Britain,
Charles H. Paddock (Dennis
Christopher) and Jackson
Shultz (Brad Davis) for the
United States are the main
runners.
Cross and Charleson may
not be familiar to the
American audience, but Dennis Christopher of 'Fade to
Black' and Brad Davis of 'Midnight Express' fame most certainly are. Outstanding talent
describes the performances of
both Cross and Charleson.
Christopher and Davis,
do Justice to their respective
haughty and honest all out effort roles.
Sir John Gielgud of
'Arthur' and Ian Holm of
'Alien' make up the other actors in the film. Both Gielgud
and Holm are nominated for
Best Supporting Actor Oscars,
Gielgud for 'Arthur' and Holm
for 'Chariots of Fire'.
Gielgud's role is small and as
such does not display the
reknowned actor's acting
abilities . Holm, however,
enters his character and
emerges as Harold Abraham's
training coach, immersed in
the building of a champion.
Although mainly concerned
with the runners, 'Chariots of
Fire' also addresses the age
old issue of prejudice. Nationalities (French; American)
and religious beliefs (Jewish;
Scottish Christian Missionary
Church) are spoken of In a.
derogatory manner
'Chariots of Fire' is resolved Dedication to a true story
shows itself throughout the
film. Craftsmanship in all
areas of film making is indeed
evident as the Oscars'
nominations proclaim

ALMA'S

Mickey's

'His
-nHers'

Malt Liquor
hen iust a beer isn't enough

race. Seconds lick off Into

Come Join in the fun!

422 1/2 E. University

Edinburg

383-9035
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SPORTS
* * * * * ***** * * **.* * * * * ** * *'llliit
! Bronc
Baseball Schedule *

T*

**
CITRUS TOURNAMENT
! March 15 Central Michigan
• March 16
U. of Kansas
* March 17 Arkansas State U
* March 18
U of Michigan
! March 19
U of Nebraska
• March 20

•it-

*:

7 pm*
7 pm!

7pm *
7pm

*

!

7pm
7pm,..

U of Texas-El Paso

JODY RAMSEY TOURNAMENT

** March 22
* March 23
March 23
March 24
it March 25
it March 26
March 27
,.. March 27

it

!

!

*,._

,..*
*
!
*

Michigan State
7 pm
Oklahoma City U. 4:30 pm *
U. of Nebraska
7pm
U of Nebraska
7pm
Oklahoma City U.
7 pm
Michigan State
7pm it
Oklahoma City U. 4:30 pm
Michigan State
7 :30pm

!

*

********** .... *****~******41'-•

We did things dlfferentl~ in 1905.

We Still do!

Safelff-Brof;c Lonnell :Ooth alldu Into flrat aa a Rice Owl player awalta the ball. The Bronca upeet
the Owls laat Friday 6•4. Praently, the Broncs are boating the Palm Valley Tournament which will
run through March 13. Starting March 15 the Cltrua Tournament begin■ with the Jody Rameev Tour•
nament scheduled for March 22.

White reflects on season

Broncs end frustrating year
By Oscar Garza

'What mode us better then makes us the best now -our
people.

What IJ difference a year
makes-· ·-t year the Pan Am
OPPORTUNITY
Broncs wete anxiously awaitFrom one store in Kerrville, H.E.D. hos expanded into ing their first playoff invitation
one of the fastest growing, most progressive food and it came; however, fortunes turned sour this year as
retailers, manufacturers and distributors in the South.
the young roundballers ended
HARD WORK
the year disappointing 5-20.
We orrribute our progress to our people; and we ore
Head Coach Bill White who
dedicated to the innovative, energetic employees just returned from a two-week
who mode o commitment for growth - theirs and ours. recruiting trip, called last
year's playoff invitation a stepRESULTS
If you ore looking for just a job ... look elsewhere. If ping stone to PAU athletics,
what you wont is a career opportunity, o place where but the National Invitational
your hard work will produce results, then sign up for on Tournament bid left the
Broncs empty handtp in reinterview now through the Placement Office.
cruiting.
Our representative will be on campus:
"The playoffs for the junior
college
teams begin in the last
Morch 29. 1982.
weekend in February and end
10 days into March," White
said. "We were preparing for
We"'1eAtlEquol
Tulsa (first round NIT game)
Opportunity Employer M/F and we did not have time to
scout the players."

The Broncs eventually lost
to the Golden Hunicanes,
who went on to win the NIT
and PAU only saw junior college players from 16 teams.
"We did not stand a chance
with any of the big name players." White said. "We had no
market because we had less
than a month to recruit."
The April 14 national letters
signing day passed and PAU
did not sign the top junior college players in the nation.
The lack of top talent coincided with the loss of 6-10
redshirt Mark Frazier because
of academic eligibility caused
basketball problems.
The Broncs stood at 2-3 in
the early going, but skidded to
drop 17 of the next 20 games
to land at their season ending
record.
"We played as well as
humanly possible," White
said. "Anyone who compares

this team to last year's squad
saw this year's players had
lesser skills."
The forgetable season saw
6-5 center Clinton Cobb rise
to the top. The senior from
Florida grabbed 12.1 rebounds per contest to end his
season ranked in the nation's
top ten in rebounding. Cobb
also scored 15.7 points per
game, while averaging a
blistering 54.3 field goal
average percentage per game.
"We have just been always
able to get a rebounder out of
the crowd," White said.
White said he would follow
two recruits all the way down
to the national signing day.
"I don't know how many
will be returning next year,"
White said. "Some would
rather play at a smaller instltulion."
The Bronc coaching staff
has concentrated on Texas.
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Open 24 hours

Our Name Says It ALLI
Open 7 days a week
Sugar Road and Hwy. 107

Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Florida for recruiting. The
strict NCAA rules allow
coaches to view athletes from
December to March without
talking to them. From March
to May, the coaches can make
three on campus and three off
campus visits with the ballplayer. After the national letter signing day passes and the
player signs, he Is not obll·
gated to talk with anyone else.
"The players have to
transfer with a 2.0 GPA and
we lost two recruits last year
because they did not qualify,"
White said. "Next year, the
ball players have to graduate
from junior college."
Pan American is In competition with 34 other Division
I universities for recruits.
White says he wished he was
able to select players from the
area that could start the very
next year for him.
"We do try and recruit
players down here and Wf are
looking at several players right
now," White said. "The players down here need more
work on their skills and they
will not improve them on the
bench. We do not have a program in our department to
sharpen their skills."
White says he is happy at
the University and "I've enjoyed the challenge of bridging the athletic gap."
The NIT is continuing to
keep close tabs on PAU and
White feels the University is in
good standing with the NIT
selection committee.
"It was not a fun year--how
could ii be when we lost; you
tell me that losing is fun."
White quipped "You have to
learn to take the pain of losing
as well as accept winning and
It is painful right now."
White feels that the Univer·
sity was a front runner in fore·
mg the NCAA and NIT selec·
tion committee to pick more
representative teams in the
tournaments.
"You saw teams like James
Madison. Old Dominion.

see White page 11
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Woman's division?

Jackson hulks out
Mr. Pan Am title
Muscles, muscles and more
muscles. That is what the
cheering crowd saw for about
three hours Sunday night at
the Fine Arts Auditorium as
Kim Jackson took the Third
Annual Mr. Pan American tittle.
One aspect of this year's
competition made ii different
from any held before a
women's division was added.

Of the three female contestants who participated,
Laura Blackwell from McAllen
was the overwhelming winner
as she won the most muscular
and best posing awards.
The 16-year-old Blackwell
has been involved with body
building for the past five years.

Body builders see body
building going far beyond just
being a sport, they consider
it an art.
All of the body builders who
competed were on a high protein, low calorie diet for at
least the past two to three
months.
From a field of 26 contestants the judges had to cut
down in number lo organize
the contest.
The judges based their scoring on the muscularity, symmetry, vascularity and posing
of each contestant.
At the end of the screening,
process Kim Jackson from
Donna emerged as Mr. Pan
American for 1982. Se~ond
place winner was Dennis Santo from Harlingen followed by
Juan Gutierrez from McAllen
and Slamine Showery also
from McAllen was fourth.

- - - - - - W h i t e continued

Ms. Pan American
Laura Blackwell

Robert Morris and Evansville
make the playoffs," White
said. "Because of that mix
with other the nation's powers, this year's tourney Is the
strongest ever. It is wide open
and I can't pick a winner, but I
hope that Tulsa wins and pulls
off the triple. That is my sentimental favorite."
Two years ago Tulsa Head
Coach Nolan Richardson won

the junior college championship at Western Texas College. Last year he moved over
to Tulsa to win the NIT and
Tulsa battles for the NCAA's
this year.
"I was hired here to give the
Division I program a direction
and make ii a winner, and I
will continue to strive for
that," White said.

Mr. Pan American
Kim Jackson

..
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T H E P R E S I D E N T S' C O U N C I L M A R A T H O N

SUNDAY, MARCH 28TH

Texas Beers will sponsor the Presidents' Council Marathon
scheduled to start at 10 a.m. at the PAU campus. Runners run
around campus twice, run south on Sugar Road, run east on Freddy Gonzalez to the Frontage Road of the expressway in which
they will run south. On Canton Road, runners will run west
bound till they reach 281. On 281, runners will run north and
wind up at Edinburg's South Park. Runners must wear their
organization T-shirts.

I

Teams will consist of five runners. The run will be in the form
of a relay. Each runner will run two miles. There will be five
relay stations throughout the course of the run. Refreshments will be served to runners and their guests at the end of
the run, compliments of the Jos. Schilitz Brewing Company.
Trophies for the first, second and third finishers will be
presented, and a plaque for the most pledges will be awarded.
For entry forms, go by U.C. 314 or call 381-2517 for further informat ion.
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ite resigns as AD. coach
'

By Oscar Garza.

"I'm not passing the buck to anybody," White said in
front of his McAllen house, "we had a bad year and it's
obvious. The coach is the first guy you look at."
White said he was not pressured into resigning.
"Many of the things that hurt us this year was getting into the NIT last year," White said. "We got way behind in
recruiting junior college players and we just never caught
up. lf I had to do ii all over agai~. I'd go after all nine
footers," he said chuckling.

President Miguel Nevarez accepted regretfully the
resignation of the athletic director and head basketball
coach Tuesday.
After three meetings with the president, Bill White resigned horn his position.
"His resignation is effective Immediately," Nevarez said
in a prepared statement at a news conference. "Until a
successor Is chosen, Lew Comer wUI fulfill his responsibilities."
Comer served as administrative assistant to White for
the past two years.
"Mr. White and I have reached a mutually agreeable
settlement in regards to his resignation," Nevarez said.
"He will continue to receive his regular monthly salary until the end of the fiscal year, August 31, 1982."
The resignation follows one of the worst Bronc basketball season at 5-20. White the Inversion of one year going
to the National Invitation Tournament and the following
year falling to a poor record was the basis for him leaving.
He said he Is not bitter toward the current administration.

can be assured of my strong committment to these programs in the future," Nevarez said .
White said he was not pressured into resiglning.
The negotiations between White and Nevarez were goIng up and down when the first story that White had been
relieved of his duties broke. He said his move makes
sense because there was such a difference between the
good year and fhe bad year.
"It's the best time to resign right now . . . at the end of
the season," White said. "I mean, Is there another set of
norms that evaluate how a coach is doing? I realize how
we inverted this year and I know It was a problem. The
program obviously needs some better direction or new
direction."

"We excelled here for many years and we
put the Broncs In the NIT and that was a major goal, "White said. "Nobody lives forever
and that's the reason they have to fire someone. You can't fire the guys over a ball
game. It has got to be an accumulation of
things . . . I therefore resigned.'

"I'm not passing the buck to anybody," White said In &ont of his McAllen
house, we had a bad year and it's obvious.
The coach ls the first guy you look at."

Nevarez stressed the University's support of basketball
and baseball programs.
"Tho5v- who follow the University's athletic programs
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VTC will pick up

Clements appoints
2 new Regents
Two new members have
been appointed to the Board
~ Regents by Gov. William P.
Clements.
Melvin Hill of Houston, executive vice president of Gulf
Oil Corporation, and Eddie
Cano of McAllen, president of
Cano-Coors Distributing
Company will serve six-year
terms on the nine member
board .
HIii ar.d Cano replace •
Lloyd Bluntzer of Robst,
and Mrs. Rami.ro Guerre
Edinburg, who both cc
pleted their terms as Reger
"I am very pleased with me
decision and they will be a
great addition to the Board,"
Ricardo Hinojosa, chairman
of the board of regents, said.
"Mr. Bluntzer and Mrs.
Guerra have been valuable
members to the Board of
Regents for the past six years.
They have given a lot to the
University and I know the two
new members will serve this
way also."

Recruiting is the main reason White resigned at this
time. April 14 Is the national letter signing day and
Nevarez hopes to have the new coach by that time.
"I hope it doesn't hurt our recruiting effort this season,"
Nevarez said. "I hope that I can meet every recruit that
comes to the University."
"The bottom line is the program has to go forward,"
White said. "They have recruiting that has got to be done
by April 14. They've got to make some decisions and
there is no reason for me to badger along . . . they've

students in UC
Bad weather will not ruin
another bus ride for Pan
American University students.
Beginning today, the Valley
Transit Bus System will start
picking up students in the UC
lobby facing the street, according to Bobby Farris, vice
president for expansion. This
will be done on a temporary
basis.

Hill was elected executive
vice president of Gulf last year
after serving as president of
the Gulf Oil Exploratio}l and
Production for the past three
years.
Currently, he serves as a
member of Gulfs senior corporate executive board and as
p,resident or director of many
of Gulf's subsidiary and
Farris met with Tony Vela,
foreign companies.
assistant dean for student
Cano joins the Board after
development, Eloy Garcia
serving the University as a
and Ricardo Saldivar, PAUSA
member of the Business Adaid and PAUSA vice president
visory Council of the School
respectively.
of Business.
Coach reslgned··Presldent Miguel Nevarez told
"We want to provide better
"I am very proud and very
reporten Tuesday In a scheduled news coaference
service to the students and imflattered ," Cano said. "I have
that he regretfully accepted the resignation of
prove ridership," Farris said.
been working closely with the
Athletic Director and Head Basketball Coach BIii
"Our records show that there
University for some time now
White.
are not that many students
and I am looking forward to
the opportunity. I feel my experience in business will help
the board."
The appointments are efSpeakers from across the seminar are Thomas R. Mc- fessor, department of comfective immediately. The new
Regents will participate In the nation will attend Pan Cartin, publisher of the Dallas munications, George Mason
American's first communica- Times Herald; Annetta University; and former naApril 6 meeting.
tions seminar "Challenge of Taylor, chairman and pro- tional president of the Speech
the 80's" April 5.
"We are hoping this will
catch on and become an annual affair. Neil Rieke, communications instructor, said.
Valley women and employ- pients in nontraditional
"We owe a lot of thanks to ment in the future wlll be the employment Texas Women's
Dr. Darrell Piersol from the subject of a panel discussion Employment and Education
School of Business in helping
coordinate this seminar," sponsored by the Edinburg D
branch of the American
Rieke said.
Association of University
Rieke said professors Women today during activity
Tomorrow at 4:30 p.m. is
university-wide will offer co- period.
the final deadline for turning
curricular credit for students
The discussion, to be held in petitions to run in the spring
who attend the seminars. The in the University Center election April 6-7.
communications department Ballroom, will begin with Jack
Students can run for presiwill have receipts at each ses- Drummond, executive direc- dent and vice president of
sion for students who attend. tor of a Texas project designPAUSA and UCPC. Student
The receipts can be presented ed lo women welfare reciare also able to run for student
to other professors as
evidence of attendance.
"With the way the field of
communications is changing,"
Since drivers of only eight the Student Association in
Rieke said. "this is an event
that is truly relative for vehicles of 7,500 registered August of 1979.
with C stickers signed up for
Wally Trejo of the associaeveryone.
"All students should try and the car pool plan. the plan has tion cited students' lack of interest as the chief reason for
Queatlonlng call--Athletlc director and Head
attend as the seminar is rele- been scrapped.
This marks the third failure the cancellation
Baeketball Coach BIIJ eald the big turnaround
vant to everyone dealing with
in as many attempts since the
"We were doing it for the
from going from a NIT playoff team to a 5-20 squad
careers.
wH Influential In hie declelon to reelgn his poet.
Speakers to attend the plan was initially proposed by students." he said. Apparently

•

that ride the bus. We are very
interested in working with the
University."
"As soon as negotiations
and arrangements are made,
we will add Coke machines lo
the lobby," Vela said. "Eventually, we hope to have a
combination waiting lounge
and study lounge. There is a
possibility we might add study
carrels."
V,!la said a side walk would
be added.
"Students will not have to
wail out in the rain again,"
Fred Rodriquez , student
government president, said.
"This is a big plus for the
students."
Valley Transit was very
cooperative with us," Saldivar
said.

Communication seminar scheduled April 5
Communications Association;
Dr. Robert C. Jeffery, dean of
college of Communication
University of Texas--Austin.

Women,s panel discussion today
Inc. has programs in San Antonio. El Paso and Dallas and
see AAUW page 5

d t
ret•t•
I ions ue omorrow
senate positions for each
school on campus. There are
two senators from each
school.
Petitions can be picked up
on third floor of the University
Center in the student government office.

Car pool program scrapped
they don't care."
He said refunds will be mailed to the approximately 20
students who had signed up.
Trejo was unsure what else
is needed tu motivate students
or make them aware the prosee car pool page 5
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On the
Lighter
Side

Sporting attire
Sporting events, at least the player positions, can really
be confusing to the casual observer. Even the plays which
are mind-boggling seem to depend on how much you
have to boggle.
If the players were to dress the part and their positions
were re-labeled, even a first-time viewer would have no
problem telling who does what.
In football, for example, the tackles could wear animal
skins and be called right and left Neanderthal. Pass
receivers could wear a tutu, leotards and ballet shoes to
emphasize their graceful moves. The quarterback should
be called the pass tosser since he is usually winking and
waving at the cheerleaders.
Major, helpful changes should be made in basketball.
As It is now, the forwards are never in front, the guards
are not guarding anything. and the center is never in the
middle.
To be easily identified. the forwards should wear a daring, off.the-shoulder tank-top with a plunging neckline.
Even more forward would be bikini trunks with a very
short mini-skirt. When the visiting team is about to shoot,
the could flip up their skirts and yell "yoo hoo" to distract
the shooter's attention.
Guards have a problem because no weapons are allowed on the court. They could, however, wear a karate
jacket with an impressive black belt. To qualify for this
position, they would have to be familiar with the words
"attack" and "heel." Even if the opposing team gets past
them, the action could prove more exciting.
The center, It seems, is supposed to be the center of attention. To do this, he should wear a flashing disco shirt
and occasionally do an Impression of John Travolta. He
could also file his teeth and growl a lot. In this position.
body odor and bad breath could be an asset.
Baseball players could wear leather arm bracelets with
sharp steel spikes. By holding their arms in front or them
when they slide into base, they could steal more bases,
which they probably resell on the black market, bringing
lower prices to us all.
Tennis players could wear leather shorts and a bulldog
collar. With bandoliers across their chest, they could stare
at their opponent and dare him to ace them. .
Changes in team colors and titles could also have some
psychological effect. Green and white is all right but it
doesn't exactly curl your toenails. A Bronco is, of course,
a horse which can be ridden. But then, wearing blood red
and calling yourselves "Devil Horses" could make It difficult to find a team who will play you
Some of the suggested changes may be too dramatic
and may even make the players too mean to their own
teams. So, moderate for a team who plays together, plays
together.
Ted Frasier

Letters to the Editor
Pretlosus Edltlonus:

I have read with amusement the latest flurry of "learned" eruditions regarding a
statement imputed to be Thomas Jefferson's that have
graced your newspaper. The
diversion created by wrongly
attributing a statement to Mr.
Jefferson, who was the most
conspicious of American
apostles of democracy, one of
the great liberals of modern
times, the author of the Declaration of Independence,
and third president of the
United States by none other
than spokesman of the American Civil Liberties Union is
hilarious. The chronicle of letters reads thusly: The eminent
scholar Carlos Granlez then
felt compelled to spring into
the breach and correcting the
attributed Jefferson quotation
to read "Internal Vigilance."
Then Publius Junius incorrectly reported that Mr. Jefferson
really said "Infernal Vigilancce." Then you, Pretiosus Editionus, reported the quotation
was "Infernal Vigilance."
Publius Calpurnla confused
the quotation further by correcting same to read "Eternal

Vigilance" and correctly attributed the quotation to John
Philpot Curran The undaunted Roberto McDowlovich proceeded to inflame this raging
quotation issue further by
chastising the dubious scholarship of Carlos Grantez and
Publius Junius and by nefariously dragging a red herring
over the erudltious paths by
stating that Secretary of State
Alexander Haig should be
credited with saying "Eternal
Belligerence."
Further reflection on this
curious chain of journalistic
eruptions diverts me from
considering these as but examples of dubious scholarship, sophomoric in nature,
and motivated by the "Spring
Break Syndrome," to accepting the fact that they are
manifest parts of a diabolical
scheme, cunningly contrived
to scurrilously attack our nation's leaders, both past and
present, and indeed, the ESTABLISHMENT Itself. IfThomas Jefferson, the first
Republican-Democrat, can be
debunked, who and what
next: George Washington, the
"Father of our Country," and
hence Washington City, our

Farmworkers deseive minimum wage
The United Farmworkers have made their point-wages are way below the federal minimum wage standard.
In an effort to muster support for their cause, the
United Farmworkers marched from Brownsville to San
Juan last week. The 100 mile trek took six days.
Support fluctuated through each town, but more than
1,000 supporters marched to the San Juan Shrine Sunday.
The federal government should take notice of the injustice farmworkers have been receiving. To compound
the low wages, farmworkers have had to work in poor
conditions with no running water. This has to change,
otherwise; growers wlll feel the loss of workers and income.
The loss of income would come from a boycott of Texas fruits and vegetables. A boycott would serve much
more meaning than suing the federal government and
growers. The case would take years before it would ever
begin. A loss of income. due lo the boycott, would be
devastating and It would come much sooner.
Legislators must do their part in helping the farmworkers, cause Legislators broke through last year when
they finally passed a law that outlawed the use of the short
handled hoe This is only the beginning because further
legislation is needed badly. Sanitary conditions would improve if the legislators pass the laws.
Both sides have to compromise and work together in
solving the current problems between the farmworkers
and the growers,
A farmworker boycott would kick off other strikes in the

related AFL-CIO organizations. The chain effect would
hurt the entire nation.
The latest move by the United Farmworkers drew
world wide coverage as newspaper and television reporters from all over covered the march. What further aided
:he farmworkers was that it was a peaceful demonstration. Nobody was arrested and nobody was hurt It proves the farmworkers are ready to listen and bargain.
The minimum wages must be met now. The consequences of failing to abide by the law would hurt the
growers more.

Oscar Garza

Editor

Voter deadline April 1
Do not blame anybody if you forget to register for the
upcoming elecllons
You have until April 1 to register to vote. This allows
you to express your opinion in the May primary It also
allows you to vote in November in the general elections

nation's capital of government; Jefferson's Republican
and Democratic Parties, the
Secretary of State, etc.? We
have only to witness the nefarious actions of a certain
Roberto McDowlovich. a sobriquet that Is likely bolshevik
inspired and no doubt originated in the holocaust of the
Russian Revolution. And
what of the antics of other like
thinking people who utilize
Latin diminutives to conceal
their identities in their
detestable quest. The recent
attack in this newspaper's
editorials upon our nation's
judicial system cannot go unnoticed.
Awake Americans and students! Let us supplicate the
Shades of J. Edgar Hoover,
of Joe McCarthy to assist us in
ferreting out of our midst this
insidious odorous alien inspired philosophy that is smirchIng the honorable escutcheon
of Pan American . For after all
"the price of liberty is eternal
vigilance." To do less is to do
nothing.
Magnus Leslavlanus
Blbllothecarlua
To the Editor:

We, the students at Pan
Am, have a problem which I
think should be brought to the
attention of the public. Trying
to study in· the library is very
difficult because of the noise
made by students who

thoughtlessly talk out loud
and by people who clatter
chairs and run noisy
machinery such as projectors.
I suggest that in the interest
of those who like to study in
quiet a floor of the library be
designated as a QUIET zone-quiet meaning no talking and
no noise.
Also an area could be
desginated for those students
who prefer or need conversation while studying.
Another
problem,
discovered during my
research, is that there ls not a
large enough seating area
available in the LRC for
students who like to have food
and drinks while studying. By
not having this seating.
students are tempted to sneak
food and drinks into the
library itself. Perhaps some of
the unused furniture in the
LRC could be moved to the
Lobby to provide additional
seating, alleviating two problems at once
Mike Pile

------------

The recreation room In
the second floor of the UC
will now be closed on
weekends, according to
Tony VeJa, aa1latant dean
for atudent development.
"Due to lack of availa-

bility of work ,tudy atu•
dents becau,e of ftnanclal
aid cuts we are forced to
reduce the houra we are
open." Vela aald.
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Faculty groups attack policy
A resolution asking the
Board of Regents to adopt a
new policy in lieu of the current policy concerning cosponsorship of activities by the
University was passed by a
voluntary group 01 faculty
members March 11.
The group suggested that
the new policy be written to
provide a disclaimer to
preceed any University cosponsored activity
The disclaimer would state
that the University, "in cosponsoring said event with
said group or organization, is
not endorsing, advocating or
supporting any of the political
ideas, positions, presented

during the course of that event
or activity."
The faculty group's resolution provided for that provision "and!or" a second prov!-

sion.
"In determining whether it
is appropriate for the University (or some component or
see Resolution page 8

HEP alumni plan dance
The High School Equivalency Program Parental Alumni Association is sponsoring a
dance to be held on April 1,
1982 at the the PAU Ball-

room, Music will be by the
"Orquesta Royal Band," from
7 pm-12 pm. Admission is $2
in advance and $2.50 at the
door.

AHSA meet tcxlay in UC
The American Humanics
Student Association is having
a meeting today in UC 305
during activity period.
The meeting will explain

what the Humanics program
is and how a student can
become a member of the
association.

Winning jloat--Sandra Airles holds the second place trophy PAUSA won at
the Sprtngfest parade In McAllen. The float won a S 100 prize along with the
mayor's trophy.

Roaches to race April 13
The old adage "the bigger
the better" certainly holds true
for the coachroach race, a
new event for the Pan
American Games on April 13.
This will be the first
coachroach race to take place
at PAU according to Oscar
Garza, Pan American Games
chairman.
The race will take place in
heats of five. Each team wlll
be asked to provide their own
coachroach; only one
coachroach per team. A
coachroach racing track will

be constructed by Tony Vela,
University Center director.
The track will be 2.5 by 5 feet
with four or five lanes and
sealed with a plexiglass cover.
Each team will be provided
with a turkey feather to urge
its coachroach to the finish.
"The biggest coachroaches
run faster," said Garza. "J
would recommend a big
coachroach for this race."
Other events scheduled to
take place are a water race,
crab race, leap frog rage, rawegg chug, whipped cream pie

Pan American Games Application
Name of organization _______
Team members:
1.

6.

2.

7.

r

3.

9.

5.

10.

"We are also trying to
award first, second and third
place ribbons in each event,"
said Garza.

A team does not have to
enter all 11 events if they do
not wish to, however, Garza
encourages each team to
enter all evPnt~
The games will begin during
activity period and run
through third period. All
events will take place at the
open field by the Traffic and
Security Building.
Student Government will
provide rules and applications
to each organization in their
mail box, or they can pick up
an application on the third
floor of the UC. Deadline for
turning in applications Is April

8.

4.

eating, Frisbee toss, slater
ball, tug-of-war, piggyback
race and a relay race.
There will be three divisions: women, men and coed
teams. Trophies will be
awarded to the top team in
each category.

20¢ OFF Any Cone with this coupon

OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1982

6.

Team captain _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address and phone number ________
All applications are due April 6, 1982.
The team will be entered in one of the three
categories:
women

men

coed

CIRCLE ONE

J!ieild
home
tostudJ-

Study with Cliffs Notes, because
they can help you do better in •
English class. There are more ttian
200 Cliffs Notes covering all the
frequently assigned novels, plays /\~;\,,.

a~lI•ff' '\.

and poe~s. Us~ them as
guide while you re
reading ...and again as
an efficient review for exams.
They're great for helping you
understand literature...and
they're ready to help you now.

c.t\

~

r.fl~(il !I

lJul!!J LJ [!;~ ·

Available at:
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
UNIVERSITY AT 4th STREET
PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG, TX 78539

Coming to the Valley
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PAUSA acts on policy

Officers elected-Alpha Kappa Psi has elected officers for the coming year.
Officers Include Marian Crltten, vice president of performance; Elizabeth
Chapa, vice president of membership; Dr. Louie Walter adviser; and Carl
Eads, president.

The Pan American Student
Association Student Senate
Unamiously passed a resolution asking the Board of
Regents to reconsider the cosponsorship policy Tuesday.
The resolution also stated
the Board should consider delating a portion of article 2.01
which states, "or supporting
or endorsing specific views on
political Issues to the exclusion
of other issues."
Student government President Fred Rodriguez will present the resolution to the
Board at their next meeting.
"The policy is forcing
students to sponsor activities
and that's putting undo pres·
sure on them," Oscar Gana,
School of Humanities senator,
said.

In other action, the senate
set April 3 as the date for the
Students Against Damaging
Financial Aid Cuts SAD FAC
rally. It will take place at 10
a .m., at the Edinburg town
square. All organizations are
urged to attend the rally.
Several Valley representatives
will speak at the rally.
The next senate meeting Is
scheduled for April 20.

Ladies of Camelot
entertain at home
The Ladles of Camelot
entertained residents of the
Weslaco Retama Manor as
part of their service project
recently.
Music was provided by
R!cky Garcia. Flower arrangements were also given to
each resident.
A special tribute was provided for the people whose
birthday was celebrated In
February. Cake, cookies and
punch were also served.

Ads

Classified
FOR SALE: 1980 MGB
convertible-black with white racing strips, limited edition. $6,500.
for Information call 686-2101
from 8 am-5 pm .. after 5 pm. .
call 682-5496.

--start cottectin'your
Co"fflloyMugs today."

TEACH OVERSEAS! All fields.
all levels! Graduating seniors are
encouraged to apply For details.
please send II self-addressed,
5tamped. long envelope to:
FRIENDS OF WORLD TEACHING. P 0 . Box 1049. San
Diego. CA 92112-1049
COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute, "Student Rate" subscrtp•
tlon cards at this campus. Good
income. no selling Involved. For
information and application write
10: CAMPUS SERVICE / TIME
INC . 4337 W. Indian Sch
"C", Phoenix. Az. 85031.
SURPLUS JEEPS $65. CARS
$89, TRUCK $100. Similar
bargains available. Call for your
directory on how to purchase.
(602) 998-0575 Ext. 0502 Call
Refundable.
KARATE INSTRUCTION

IN THE TANG SOO DO STYLE
OFFERED CHILDREN 8-12
AFTER SCHOOL AND SATURDAY . ADULTS WEEKDAY
EVENINGS 6-7 p .m. $25
per/ monlh Call 686-5008 or
by 701 N. 15th McAllen. ask for
Adolfo Pesquera

CREDIT PROBLEMS?••·
Gel masler card or Visa---No
details. Send SADE to HOC. Box
280570: Dallas. Texas 75228
(dip & save ad)

Classified rate is 20 cents a line
with a minimum of $1 for each insertion. payable m advance
Bring Ad Copy to The Pan American Emilia Hall 100. Deadline is
Friday noon. To estimate cost
count 30 lerters and spaces to a

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

Get both a CowboyMug

March Special
Enchl/da Plole

2 Enchilada's hllE<d with
cheese, with or without
onions. topped with ch,le
con came. rice. beans &
crackers

and 16oz. Coca-Cota·foron1ySt.09
They're hefty 16oz. collector glass mugs.
Perfect for that ice-cold Coke: Start collecting your set today.

For faster service call

WHATABURGER®
c WHATABUAGER INC 1982

"Coca.cola and Coke" are regosle<ed lradematks whod1 Identify lhe same prOduC1 of The Coca•Cola Company Ofter good whde supplies last

in
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Edinburg 383-072!:
Across from Pan Am
Eat al El Pato
VALLEY WIDE
I

2 locahons/ McAllen. M1ss1on
Harhnyen & Brownsvllll/
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Valley cadets in Organization Day
Some 500 cadets from the
After registering at the Fine
Junior ROTC program of five Arts Auditorium at 9:30 a m .
Valley high schools are ex- the cadets will be welcomed
pected on campus April 1. by university officials, parDesignated Organization Day, ticipate In a pep rally, and see
the day celebrates completion a program by the PAU ROTC
of the second year of the Ar- cadets They will receive informy ROTC program here.
mation about PAU, tour the
One of the objectives of the campus and participate in
day will be "to encourage and ROTC Olympic Games after
promote a post-secondary lunch at the UC Ballroom.
education," Capt. Ed Elkins
The games, to be held
said. He said members of the south of the Science Building,
PAU orientation staff will pro- will include a low crawl relay,
vide information on financial stretcher race, poncho shelter
aid, education requirements building, marksmanship with
and other facts on attending straws and toothpicks.
college.
amoeba-style obstacle course.

- - -AAUW - - - has been successful in placing
participants in private sector
jobs to take them off the
welfare rolls.
Since 1973, when Lupe
Anguiano first assisted 500
female welfare recipients in
San Antonio gain private sector employment, the National
Women's Employment and
Education Model program has
removed hundreds of women
from the nation's welfare rolls
and placed them in jobs in the
private sector
Besides Drummond, Gloria
Gene Moore who is on the
board to organize a Valley
Women's Employment and
Education program , will
speak. Ms. Moore is the director of communications and
economic research for the
McAllen Chamber of Commerce.
Or. Ted Clark. professor
emeritus of philosophy and
local coordinator of the World
Future Society will speak
about the future of women
The panel discussion will
continue at a Sutch treat luncheon at the Edinburg Hotel
Echo at noon
The discussion will be held
m conjunction with Women's
"Herstory" Week and AAUW
Week.
On March 28, the AAUW
will participate in "Call to
Justice--A new Way for
Women and Men", sponsored
by the Council of Religious of
the Diocese of Brownsville.
The program will be held at
the Pharr Civic Center at
1011 W. Kelly from 1 p.m. to
5 p.m.
The Edinburg AAUW will
also sponsor a workshop on
holistic health at the PAU
Health Fair, March 29 from 9
a.m. to 2 p .m . In the
Ballroom and the thrird floor
of the University Center.

- --Car po ol - - -

grenade throw (oranges Into a
bucket). rope bridge relay and
tug of war.
Although the games will be
for the cadets, PAU students
are encouraged to cheer for
their favorite school team,
Elkins said

Trophies will be awarded to
winners of the games at 3:30
p .m . A trophy will be given to
the school showing the most
spirit during the day and
another trophy to the school
with the most points Judging

Thursday, March 25, 1982
- - - - -- - - White - - - -- - - - got a deadline coming up. "It is ridiculous to recruit a
team and have it fall short again or pass the team along to
someone else I have chosen to yield to the new direction."
The University will start accepting applications today
for the head coaching position Nevarez said he would like
to leave his options open in hiring an athletic director
and/ or head basketball coach. The salary will be
negotiated.
"We are looking for the best man and one who has a
strong commitment to the program, " Nevarez said. "We
will keep accepting applications until we find the right
man for the position I wish Bill White the best of luck In
his future endeavors."
White said he would head to New Orleans for the
NCAA tournament this weekend to see If there are any
openings available. He said he would like to continue
coaching but he wlll keep his options open
"When you are looking for a Job, you Just have to go
look for It," White said . "It's very difficult to go over there
and set a bunch of requirements after coming off a year
like mine. ''
He said he hopes the new coach has the same freedom
he had here.
Nevarez will recommend the new coach to the Board
of Regents and they will have the final say In the selection
process. Nevarez said he would wekome any faculty Input In helping the University name a new coach.
"I sincerely convey my appreciation to Mr. White for
his service to the University," Nevarez said
"We excelled here for many years and we put the
Broncs in the NIT and that was a ma1or goal," White said.
"Nobody lives forever and that's the reason they have to
fire someone. You can't fire the guys over a ballgame. It
has got to be an accumulation of things . . I therefore
resigned"
After taking a deep breath, White said, "I enioyed It
here. That's another problem with coaches, you have to
stay on good terms with the Mayflower moving van."
In his nine year at the University, as an assistant and
head coach, White has seen a lot. The 1980 NIT team
beat Marquette, Wichita State and Indiana the NCAA
champions in one year. The Broncs lost in the opening
round of the NIT to the eventual champion Tulsa Golden
Hurricane
"You don't give the best years of your life to the program and wish It anything but success." White said "I
hope they continue to move In the right direction."

w!II be done by a panel of
PAU faculty and staff including Rick Maville, George
Mclemore, Suzanne Solis,
Debra Thomas and Judy Vin
son Jerry Baldwin, as well as
Alpha Psi Omega, will assist
the director of the games,
Mai Richard J Atkinson
Elkins hopes to make this
an annual event with more
schools participating. The
students will be from McAllen
High, Edinburg, Pharr-San
Juan-Alamo, Weslaco and
Harlingen High Schools.

Miss PAU applicationsdue Wednesday
The deadline for entries In
the Miss Pan American
Pageant is Wednesday.
Women who are interested
can still pick up an application
in Room 205 of the UC
"I urge all organizations to
participate in this event," said
Amando Chapa, committee
chairman. "This will be a first
rate production with entertainment. the works."
A contestant must be between the ages of 18 and 26,
single, and currently enrolled
at PAU with a GPA of 2.0 or
better She must also be of

high moral character for she
will
represent
PAU
throughout Texas and In the
annual even!$ and parades of
various cities.
A $30 pageant entry fee will
be paid by a sponsor. The
sponsor can be either a
recognized PAU organization
or a business institution.
Because the winner will be
chosen by judges, there Is no
limit as to how many candidates an organization can
sponsor.

Legal services seminar today
The Pan American Student
Association w111 provide the
first In a three part seminar
series on legal services today
during activity period in UC
306.

Justo Ybarra of the Texas
Rural Legal Aid will speak on
landlord-tenant concerns.
"This session will hopefully
make students more aware of
what the landlord can and
cannot do and of what the
contracts they are signing really mean," Fred Rodriguez,
student government president, said
The second seminar will be
on consumer rights and the
third seminar will explain
misdeamenor traffic violations

and defensive driving courses.

Anyone who has not
received an entry form can
contact Chapa at 381-2517 or
383-6091. Those who have
entry forms are urged to tum
them In as soon as possible
According to Chapa, those
organizations participating In
the pageant wlll be notified in
the coming week as to their
actual roles.
The pageant will take place
April 6 and 7 in the LRC
media theater. Entertainment
will be provided by the PAU
stage band, under the direction of Wallace Tucker, and
by the Mexican Folkloric
Dancers, under the direction
of Dr Amilda Thomas.

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED Cost rs about the same as a
semester ,n I U.S college· $2,989 Price includes Iet round
trip to Seville from New York . room. oo.rd, and tuItIon
complete Govemment grants and loans ava,lable for elog,ble
students
Lrve with I Spanish tamtly. attend classes lour hours a day,
four days • week, four month• Ea,n 16 hrs of credit lequ,
valent to 4 semesters taught on U S colleges over a two

year tome spanl Your Spanish studoes w,11 be enhanced by
opportunmes not available ,n a U S classroom Standard
,zed tests "1ow our students' language 1k1lls superoor to
students completing two year programs ,n U S
Hurry. 11 •••• • lot of 1,me 10 make au •rr•ngemenu.
FALL SEMEST~ • SEPT 10 Dec. 22 SPRING SEMESTER
• Feb. t • June 1 each ve•r.
FULLY ACCREDITED-A program of Tnnoty Chrostoan College.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. Collier s.e. Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

CALL TOLL FREE

for full information 1-800-253-9008
(In Mich., or if toll frff llne Inoperative call 1-616-942-2903 or 942-2541 collect)

,I -------------------------~------~-----,
I
1
I
I

Buy any 3 piece Chicken order

gram exists. He said the plan
was publicized through local
public service announcements
In newspapers, radio stations
and television stations.
Applicattons for potenttal
par ticipants w ere also
available th rough boxes
located throughout campus.
The $4 plan called for
students with at least three
people In a vehicle to have
reserved parking space until 11
a .m. In lots around campus.
"It takes a lot of time," he
said about the plan , "and for
the participation we got, It was
not enough to keep It going."

I

I

and receive a small Drink FREE!

I
I
I

:
with coupon

.

I
I

L--------------------------------------J
0 ur Name s
ays It ALL'•
open 7 d ays a week .
OFFER EXPIRES MARC H 31, 1982

Open 24 hours

and Hwy. 107
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Sugar
__,;.._Road
_____,;;;;...;.;.;;~:.=.:....----------J
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Bronc tennis team
beats Tulane, UNO

SPORI'S
Freshman player
shows experience
Luis Castro-Malaga, a
freshman from Peru who has
lived in Harlingen, has one of
the best individual records on

Luis Castro • Malaga

Thursday, March 25, 1982

The Pan American

the tennis team.
The Peruvian is a veteran
international performer. He
played in the Sunshine Cup,
the Orange Bowl, plus other
big junior events attached to
Wimbledon, the French Open
and the U.S. Open. CastroMalaga also was on the Davis
Cup team for Peru.

The Bronc tennis team improved their spring record to
8-5 after a tough week of
competition In Louisiana.

After the LSU defeat, the
Broncs bounced right back the
very next day with a 8-1
drumming of Tulane.

The Tigers from Louisiana
State University barely defeated the stubborn Broncs
5-4 In what could have been
described as a heart-breaking
defeat for Pan Am.

The Broncs won all except
one singles match and absolutely dominated the doubles
portion of play to post the 8-1
victory.

The Broncs led LSU in singles 3-2 with hopes of taking a
commanding 4-2 led riding
with Bronc Kyle Posey.

The Bronc netters carried
over the winning momentum
handing an identical 8-1
defeat to the University of
New Orleans last Friday.

Leading in the third set 6-5
Posey dropped his serve and
lost 8-6 in the tie breaker
evening the matches at three
all.

Pan Am won all six singles
matches and only lost the No.
1 doubles match.

In doubles play, the Broncs
managed to win only one
match which went to three

"Luis has a strong game
and good experience," said
coach Mickey White. "He has
adjusted quickly to majorcollege American tennis."
The South American moved to Harlingen in early 1981
and worked out with his
coach, Bruno Taino, a former
Bronc tennis star who's also
from Peru originally.

sets.
Mark Roberts and Magnus
Lindstrom teamed up to defeat LSU's Stefan Clark and
John So~. 6-3, 4-6, 6-4.

The Broncs next road dual
matches will be against the
University of Texas-San Antonio, April 2, Southwest Texas State University, April 3,
Lamar University, April 8,
University of Houston, April
9, Rice Unaiversity, April 10
and Trinity University, April

24.

~-··

Unique style-·Freshman Magnus Lindstrom
demonstrates his own two-handed'backhand style
at a recent dual match.

BARBER

&
HAIRSTYLING

phone for on appointment

383-9012
520 E. UNNERSITV
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Applications for two Student Pubhca11ons editorships a_rc due now and must be received by April 1 at
the office of the faculty adviser, Joyce Prock Emilia
Hall 100.
'
Students applying for the cduorshtp of The Pan
American newspaper and El Bronco yearbook, mu,t
I Apply by Apnl I at Em,ha Hall If)()
2 Describe 1hc1r <jUahftcations
,3 Provide name~ ot three references whom
they have a~ked to wntc lcuer~ of rccommcnda11on directly 10 the adviser
4. State thetr philosophy or policies for
opcra11on of the newspaper or yearbook .
S. Qualificauons
A Successful comple110n of one course
m reportmi; and one in editing, or
B Equivalent profes~111nal expencncc on
a newspaper or other puhl1La1ton; or
C Two years ~taff work on El Bronco or
The Pan American;
D Minimum GPA of 2.00
E 60 semester hour~
F Good standmg wtth the O1v1s1on of
Student Affairs
STUDENT

PUBLICAT IO NS

Emilia Hall I 00
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Losing season draws mixed reactions
By Billy Cuellu
For the past several days
there was e lot of speculation
and rumors that Bronc basketball coach BIil White had been
fired.
Official word was finally
released by Pan Am President
Miguel Nevarez on Tuesday
that he had accepted White's
resignation.
White, who last year coached the Broncs to the national
playoffs for the first time In
Division I basketball, was
criticized by several of the
players for not showing up to
practice sessions once the
Broncs were in the midst of
their long II-game losing
streak.
"It didn't phase me," commented senior Robert Kirby
about White's suspension.

Kirby recalled that White
showed Interest In the team
up until the Broncs lost to
Lamar and Oklahoma in the
All-College Tournament in
December.
Kirby said he felt that if the
Broncs had beaten Lamar in
the double-overtime game
the season might have take~
on a different Image.
In a serious tone of voice,
Kirby pointed out that In those
games where the Broncs were
being blown out, White
demonstrated lack of leadership as a coach.
"He hated to lose," Kirby
said.
"I think they should give
Coach White at least one
more year or let him finish out
his contract," stated senior
Kim Owen.
Ex-Bronc Curtis Glasper,
who was on last year's playoff
team, staled, "Just because
the team had one bad season

~ey,, should not get rid of
him.
Glasper added that W~ite
always attended the practice
sessions last year.
All three players did agree
on on~ point and that ~as that
recruiting for this years team
was done from a field of mostly junior colle~e players.
.
G(aspe~ hmted that this
years losing season may have

been due to lack of experience
on the part of some of the
playe~. "They have to adju~!
to maior college basketball,
said Glasper.
Owen, also on last year's
play?ff team, speculated that
anytime you have a playoff
team you are going to have
poor recruiting the following
year.
The big question mark is,

I

1

..
.....

..

~

Robert Kirby

Kim Owen

was it in~eed poor recrultin~
that contributed to the Broncs
losing season.
If you recall three recruits
Fred Davis, Mike Bell and
Gordan Musgrove were listed
on the team roster but were
released early in the season
because of so-called conflicling styles of play which White
allegedly did not care for.
In an exclusive halftime in·
tervlew with a local radio station at the Broncs' final home
game Darwin Butler, another
Bronc
that
had
a
misunderstanding with coach
White and left the team on his
own will, was the first to comment that White had, in fact,
stopped showing up for practice.
As soon as the game was
over, the station tried to get
White's side of the story, but
White refused to comment on
the matter.
Whether the whole losing
season was because of the

coach, recruiting or the
players, one thing is for cer•
taln • no one knows at this
time who will be White's successor.
.
White has been associated
with the University basketball
program for the past nine
years. White served as assistan! coach to Abe Lemons
for three years before taking
the head coaching position in
1976. Lemons left to take
the head coaching position at
the University of Texas.
In his six years here, White
totaled a 94-66 record, a .558
winning percentage. In his 14
years of coaching at Oral
Roberts University and the
University of Corpus Christi
(now Corpus Christi State
University), White's record
stood at 202-158, a .561 winning percentage.
White's best seasons were
in 1978 with a 22-4 record,
1980 with a 19-9 and 1981 with
a 18-11 record.
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A Special Limited Offer to Passengers 21 or Younger.

b12 Nor"" M()lrl(A,crou ttcm INI lOIO,V~" Tea:ot
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SAVE TIME!
Have a professional do it!

TYPING
Resumes
Thesis
Term Papers

Reports
Compositions
Etc.
Reasonable Prices
AIIEMMROf

THE IIAl'IOIW.
ASSOCIA'"ON
OF ~
SECIIETMW.SEIMCES

A gift from the

Fly anytime,

anywhere,atour low

''Love" airline.

OS & WATCH

\v

JEWELRY /
RALL OCCASI

\

f
IV

f

3-2432
I
I

Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

• Gift
Wrappin&

• Enar1vin1

Let's face it: Times are
tough.Particularly for those
of you just starting your
careers. Or attending college on a limited budget.
So Southwest Airlines,
the "Love" airline, is
introducing a special
limited offer to
..._..,
our passengers
21 years of age
or younger.
(Does not apply
to unaccompanied
children between
the ages ofS and 12.)
We call it The 1982
We Care Fare.

Pleasure Class fare.
Between now and December 31, 1982 you can fly to
any of our 18 cities, any time
of the day or night, for the
Pleasure Class price, our lowest fare to your destination.

'O

Here's how it works.

To qualify for
Southwest Airlines'
1982 We Care Fare:
• You must not have reached
your 22nd birthday. (Does
not apply to unaccompanied
children between the ages
of 5 and 12.)

a'a

• Tickets must be purchased
at your local Southwest
ticket counter.
• Tickets must be purchased
with CASH. No checks or
credit cards accepted for
We Care Fares.
• A valid I.D. (with picture)
proving your age will be
required when purchasing
your ticket.
• This offer good through
December 31, 1982.

Call Southwest Airlines
for reservations.

FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

Youte
loveour
Soutbwest
SpiritF
- gonna

\..
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Uglies~ Cutest contest entries due Monday
All entries for the Ugliest
Man and Cutest Pan Am
contest-Ugliest Man on
Campus-should be at the student association office at 5
p .m., Monday. .
Voting will take place on
Tuesday through April 2 at
the LRC, LA and snack bar.

One penney per vote.
Photo displays of each contestant will be featured at the
contest. Based on these
photos, students and administrators can vote for their
favorite contestant.
All contestants should provide three snapshots of an ap-

proprlate pose displaying
natural or simulated talent
along with an entry fee of $5.
Entries can be turned In to any
APO member or to the student association office located
in the UC. Contestants who
are unable to obtain three
snapshots can contact an

Annual Health Fair Monday
The 4th annual Pan American University Health Fair will
be held Monday from 9 am to
2pm.
The booths will be set up In
the ballroom and on the third
floor of the University Center.
There will be representatives from the American Cancer Society, the American
Heart Association, the County
Health Department, Mujeres
Unidas, Tropical Texas Mental Health and Mental Retardation, as well as a dermatologist, a podiatrist, a dental
hygienist, and an optomatrlst.

The American Association
of University Women will be
holding sessions on diabetes
and mental health. The Pan
American University student
nurses will be checking blood
pressure.
Medical technologists will
be checking blood types as
well as giving anemia tests.
There will be seminars and
films on veneral disease,
weight control, nutrition, information on diseases caused
by rodents, skin care, foot
screening, a lecture on drug
abuse and alcohol. The American Heart Association will

also be demonstrating CPR
(cardio-pulmonary resuscitation).
The optometrist, Dr. Jackson, will give vision tests. A
family planning booth is also
on the agenda and will be
showing a film of a live birth
and will have a questions and
answer session. The Pan
American Hearing clinic will
be giving hearing tests. Their
booth will be set up on the
third floor. The high school
equivalency program members will be ushers at the
event.

PAU Days' agenda set

APO member who will present himself at any Edinburg
location and take the snapshots free of charge. For more
information, contact J .R. Garza at 381-2517 or Letty
Galvan at 781-7944.
Winners will be announced
qurlng Pan ~merlcan Days.

constituent element thereof)
to cosponsor a specific event
or activity with some group or
organization outside the
University, the focus be on the
nature of the event for activity
being cosponsored, not on the
nature of the group or
organization."
The resolution was adopte,sl.

with a vote of 33-2 at an open
joint meeting of the PAU
chapters of the Texas Association of University Professors
and the Texas Association of
College Teachers.
This resolution joins similar
resolutions passed by the
Council of Deans and the
faculty and student senates.

ECONOMY NO. 47

108 W. Champion

NOW SERVING KEGS (HALF BARREL)

Phi Tau slates
car wash project
The Phi Tau fraternity will
have a car wash this Saturday
at the Pizza hut on the cornor
of University and Sugar Road
from 10 a_m. to 5 pm.
Donations will be accepted.

383-1371.

----------_aula~-----..--------------·
$3 off any keg of beer
with presentation of this
coupon. Offer expires
April 3, 1982

